TO ITALY, AUSTRIA, FRANCE, CANADA AND THE USA

Most of our prices can be tailor made to suit your requirements

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DEPARTURE DAYS

Most hotels request arrival on Saturdays during peak season. However the
following properties have alternative arrival days:- Resort Hotel Arrival Bormio
Villarina Flexible Tonale Angelo Sunday Mt. Tremblant Various Flexible Santa
Caterina Roda Flexible During low season most of our properties will allow
arrival on various days.

FERRIES

We use the short sea crossings operated by P & O and DFDS ferries from
Dover to Calais and Dunkirk. Outside peak season we can also offer Eurotunnel with the appropriate supplement. We do, however, strongly recommend
that groups travelling from the North or any long distance from Dover choose
the ferry option to allow a break from their coach journey.

COACH TOURS

All coach tours are fully bonded through ABTA. See our booking conditions for
full details. Our coach tours will be operated by our partners SKILLS COACHES
OF NOTTINGHAM who have a large, superb fleet of very high standard and
modern touring coaches. Our single decker vehicles range from 49 to 61
seats with ample luggage space and all facilities that you would expect from a
continental touring coach. All vehicles will be equipped with DVD, toilet, partly
reclining seats, drinks facilities and seat belts.

AIR TOURS

All air tours are financially protected by the Civil Aviation Authority (ATOL). See
our booking conditions for full details. Most of our tours are suitable for travel by
air. For European resorts we will use a number of short haul carriers to include
Flybe, Ryanair, Easyjet and Alitalia. This will enable us to locate a suitable
route for your group both from the UK and destination airport. For Canada we
will be using Air Canada and British Airways to Montreal for Mt. Tremblant. Full
details of flights will be given to groups as soon as possible after booking. A few
examples of routes are outlined below:Resort

Airline

Route 		

Approx time

Bormio

Flybe

Manchester-Milan

3.5 hours

Bormio

Easyjet

Luton-Milan

3.5 hours

Bormio

Ryanair

Stansted-Bergamo

3 hours

Tonale

Ryanair

Stansted-Bergamo

2 hours

Tonale

Ryanair

Liverpool-Bergamo

2 hours

Folgarida Easyjet

Gatwick-Milan Linate

3.5 hours

Folgarida Monarch

Manchester-Verona

2 hours

Flachau

Gatwick- Salzburg

1.5 hours

Heathrow-Montreal

2 hours

Easyjet

Tremblant BA

FINANCIAL SECURITY
COACH TOURS

Ski and Sport Travel are members of ABTA therefore all money paid to us for
tours by coach is secure. ABTA No. Y4964

AIR TOURS

INDEX

The air holidays and flights in this brochure are ATOL Protected by the Civil
Aviation Authority. ATOL No. 10526
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

WHAT’S INCLUDED

A very personal service

EXTRAS AVAILABLE
• Extra lessons - eg 6 x 5 hours.
• Snowboarding supplements.
• Paying adult supplements.
• A variety of après ski packages.

We’re are pleased to introduce you to our Ski and Sport Ski Brochure. We are proud to be able
to offer to you a great range of resorts across Europe and North America all of which are a very
high standard and many of hotels are exclusive to Ski and Sport Travel. We will pride ourselves
on offering a very personal service to ensure your trip runs as smoothly as possible and we
ensure all groups no matter what the size will be treated equally the same. Ski and Sport promise
to offer extremely competitive prices and ensure you that the trip you book will be the trip you
travel on.

SMALL GROUPS

All coach quotations will be based on 40
paying passengers with 5 free places. Air
tours are costed on 30 paying passengers + 3
free places.

Please take the time to look through our brochure plus visit our website www.skiandsporttravel.
co.uk for further details on our packages and resorts. Please contact our office by phone or email
and we will be glad to help you with any enquiry relating to your ski tour.

We are fully aware that in the present
economic downturn many school’s will
struggle to recruit sufficient numbers to fill a
coach on their own. Ski and Sport will treat all
groups the same, irrespective of size. We are
happy to combine smaller groups on coaches
to ensure the tour goes ahead as planned and
at the price quoted. We will endeavour to do
our upmost to keep any travel variations to a
minimum.

David Pinder - Director

COACH TOURS

We are able to offer a 8 day (5 night) or 9 day
(6 night) package on most of our tours.
The following features are included in our
typical 9 day tour quotation.
• Return travel by executive coach
• Ferry crossing and port charges
(tunnel supplements on request)
• 6 nights full board accommodation with
HOT midday meal
• 6 days lift pass
• 6 x 4 hours lessons
• Equipment hire
• Your own tour representative
• Insurance*
• Family concessions**
• 1:8 free place ratio
Shorter 8 day (5 night / 5 day ski package) are
also available and offer SUPERB VALUE FOR
MONEY

AIR TOURS

A typical 8 day (7 night) tour
• UK airport transfers (subject to departure
airport and minimum numbers)
• Return flights/taxes and 1 bag (in hold)
• Resort transfers
• 7 nights full board accommodation
• 6 days lift pass
• 6 x 4 hours lessons
• Equipment hire
• Insurance*
• Representative
• 1:10 free place ratio.
• Family concessions**

A TYPICAL 9 DAY
(6 NIGHT) ITINERARY
TO ITALY
DAY 1
• Depart school at a time determined by ferry
time
• Dover - Calais crossing eg 18.30- 21.00
• Overnight travel through France, Switzerland
and into Italy

4

No of paying
passengers

DAY 2
• Continue journey to arrive in resort early
afternoon
• Meet representative, check into rooms and
fit ski gear
DAY 3 - 8
• Early breakfast, collect ski equipment and
onto slopes
• Meet ski school at pre-arranged meeting
point for AM lessons
• Lunch and midday break
• PM lessons eg 1-3
• Supervised skiing or return to hotel
• Free time followed by evening meal
• Evening activities as booked. Coach is
available for use in resort or to journey to
nearby resort for après ski
• Depart resort after evening meal for return
journey to Calais
DAY 9
• Arrive Calais approx. 14.00 hrs for 15.00 hrs
ferry to Dover
• Arrive Dover 15.30 (local)
• Arrive school mid evening (subject to area)

* Groups have the option of taking their own insurance at the appropriate reduction.
** We offer what we feel is the best party leader family concessions on the market: Party leader spouse travels at half price. 2 party leader children (under 17) travel at 50% These are subject to
a minimum group size of 40 paying passengers. Smaller groups are given a prorata concession and free place ratio if required.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk

Alternatively we are happy to base any
quotation on lower numbers either by coach
or by air. Should a group of less than 40
paying passengers travelling by coach elect
to travel on their own they will be asked to pay
the appropriate supplement of £3 per person
below 40. Some examples are shown below:-

01246 292 010

Amount of
supplement

37
		

= £9.00 per person
(ie 37 x £9 = £333.00 total)

35
		

= £15.00 per person
(ie 35 x 15 = £525.00 total)

SNOW GUARANTEE

Resorts have been chosen carefully for their snow record and it is very rare to find little or no snow in the resorts we feature. The following table
gives an idea of some of these resorts and their snow record. All of our resorts also have a high percentage of snow cannons covering runs eg.
Folgarida with 92% coverage.

Resort

Top Ski Height

Season Length

Comments

Bormio

3000m

Late November to late April

Glacier nearby

Santa Caterina

3000m

Late November to early May

Glacier nearby - best snow record in Italy

Tonale

3000m

12 months

Own glacier

Gressoney

3400m

Late November to late April

Altitude ensures good snow

This will obviously supplement the natural coverage Ski and Sport will ensure that all groups will ski as booked and in the unlikely event of having
no snow in the resort of their choice they will be transported free of charge (or moved to) the nearest “open resort” with adequate snow and
provided with a lift pass for that resort. If there is no snow in any resort in the immediate area accessible by transport, then a refund per day will be
given via the insurance cover for missed skiing.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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INFORMATION

INFORMATION

What you book
is what you get!
SKI SCHOOL

We will only be using the local OFFICIAL
ski school in each resort. This ensures that
all instructors are fully qualified, groups in
lessons will have priority on lifts and an official
certificate will be given to all pupils at the end
of the week. Group sizes will be a maximum of
12 for ski groups and 8 for snowboard groups.

EQUIPMENT

We will ensure that all equipment is of a high
standard, fully serviced and changed regularly.
Our representatives will oversee all fittings. In
a number of resorts (eg Bormio) equipment is
stored in the shop at the end of the day and
collected each morning. This alleviates the
need to carry equipment long distances.

OUR CONTINENTAL
PARTNERS

We are very fortunate to have two continental
partners in Italy and Austria. GIOVANNI
ZOMPARELLI - has also worked with groups
since the early 1980’s and will personally
arrange and oversee all of our groups in
Italy. Giovannni’s team of experienced Italian
representatives will look after each of our
groups in all other Italian resorts. This will
ensure the smooth running of every tour.
Premier Ski will look after all our clients
travelling to Austria. Their highly qualified
staff/Instructors will oversee all aspects of the
tour ensuring everything runs as smoothly as
groups expect.

INSPECTION VISITS

We are able to arrange Ski Inspection visits
for our customers. These are in the format of
weekends/long weekends or tagging onto a
full group tour, either over half term 2016 or
Easter 2016. We will provide travel, half board
accommodation and lift pass.

ACCOMMODATION
AND FOOD

By concentrating on fewer resorts than many
of our competitors we are able to ensure a
high standard of accommodation in these
resorts. ALL properties are of 3 and 4 star
standard and WITHIN EASY

Alternatively we are able to offer shorter
inspection visits by air to any of our European
resorts, tailored to suit your requirements and
dates. These will include flights, half board
accommodation and lift pass.
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

APRÈS SKI ACTIVITIES
Each resort has a variety of evening
activities available for use by our groups. Our
representative will advise and arrange the
booking of any such activities. A pre-booked
package can be arranged in most resorts to
suit your requirements. Some hotels have
their own facilities which can be used, in many
cases, free of charge or for a nominal fee.
This ensures unnecessary high expenses are
avoided in resort.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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YOU WILL OFTEN SEE A NUMBER
OF ITALIAN HOTELS FEATURED IN
SEVERAL BROCHURES FROM DIFFERENT
COMPANIES. THIS RESULTS IN MANY
GROUPS BEING DISAPPOINTED AND
LET DOWN DUE TO BEING MOVED
FROM THE HOTEL (AND OFTEN
RESORT) ORIGINALLY BOOKED AFTER
CONFIRMATION. GIOVANNI PERSONALLY
BOOKS ALL ITALIAN BEDS EXCLUSIVELY
FOR SKI AND SPORT. THIS ENSURES
THAT OUR TOURS RUN EXACTLY AS
BOOKED.

01246 292 010

WALKING DISTANCE OF SLOPES. All
European tours will include A HOT MIDDAY
MEAL either back in the hotel at lunchtime or
on the mountain at our restaurant (Bormio).
We feel that students need as much energy
as they can get and therefore a hot lunch is
much more beneficial than a packed lunch
(provided as a cost cutting option) which is
regularly discarded.

PROMOTIONAL
MATERIAL AND
PRESENTATION
EVENINGS

Ski and Sport are able to send any group
booking with us a detailed powerpoint on any
of our resorts prior to booking and to help
promote the tour. Posters and savings cards

are also provided. We have been attending
School Ski Presentation evenings for parents
for many years. On most occasions there
are no travel company representatives in
attendance. Instead a basic “powerpoint”
presentation is posted to the school, often
showing limited information on a specific tour.
SKI AND SPORT WILL THEREFORE
ATTEND ALL SUCH EVENINGS UNLESS
REQUESTED OTHERWISE*
*This is obviously subject to flexibility in
booking such evenings.

FOREIGN &
COMMONWEALTH
OFFICE
INFORMATION

For the latest travel advice from the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office including security and
local laws, plus passport and visa information
click here www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
Please note that this advice can change and
you should continue to check it until you travel.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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BORMIO

ITALY
PRICES FROM

HOTEL NAZIONALE

RESORT
FACTS
Resort height:
Top ski height:
Number of lifts:
Number of runs:
Black:
Red:
Blue:
Total skiable area:
Snow cannons:
TRAVEL
Bergamo
Milan
Coach arrival on
variety of days.
Dover approx

KKK 140 Beds

The Hotel Nazionale is in an excellent position in the
centre of Bormio and a short walk to the lifts. All rooms
have en-suite facilities and TV. Within the hotel there
is mini golf, sauna, fitness centre, swimming pool,
reading room/lounge, bar and taverna. Breakfast
and evening meals are taken in the hotels excellent
restaurant with a hot midday meal provided at the
Cedrone restaurant at Bormio 2000.

1475m
3012m
23
16%
48%
36%
80km
Yes

3 hrs
3.5 hrs

17 hrs

The showcase
of Alpine skiing
There is some 80km of piste served by
23 lifts in Bormio itself but extended lift
passes also give access to nearby resorts
of Santa Caterina and Livigno to extend
the area to 200km and 57 lifts. The local
ski area is almost entirely on one very
large mountain, Cima Bianca divides into
open snowfields above Bormio 2000. From
the top of Cima Bianca at 3000m are a
selection of blue, red and black runs taking
you all the way back to the village,
some 7 miles.

£649

HOTEL VILLARINA
KKK 85 Beds

An excellent, recently renovated, family run hotel
accommodating 110 guests in rooms of 2-4. All
rooms are pleasantly furnished and have ensuite. There is a lounge/TV room, taverna bar and
spacious dining room with beautiful timber furniture
and decor. Breakfast and evening meals are taken
in the hotel and hot midday meal on the mountain at
the Cedrone restaurant at Bormio 2000.

This 17th century town centre is splendid,
with narrow cobbled streets and grand
stone façades. Rated as one of Italy’s top
resorts, Bormio has a long season due to
its altitude but also has a nearby summer
ski area ‘Stelvio’. Bormio has hosted the
World Championships on 3 occasions and
has also been the home for the British Ski
Championships for the last 7 years.

The range of skiing even surprised ski ace
Franz Klammer who once commented
favourably on the length and quality of runs.
Broad, tree lined pistes below are very suited
to beginners and intermediates with almost
all runs graded either easy or medium. The 2
nursery slopes at Bormio 2000 and Ciuk are
reached by cable-car and gondola and these
superb runs offer easy progression aided by
the efficient and friendly local ski school.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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BORMIO

ITALY
PRICES FROM

HOTEL CRISTALLO

HOTEL SANTANTON

Set in a peaceful garden on the edge of the historical
town within easy reach of the slopes, this family
run hotel provides accommodation rarely offered
to groups. The hotel interiors are in Valtellina style
wood carved by local craftsmen. This friendly
property is equipped with lounges, reading room,
breakfast room, bar and restaurant. Food is of a
high standard offering a variety local dishes as well
as international cuisine. At the end of a tiring day on
the slopes the fitness centre helps relaxation and
is equipped with sauna, Turkish bath, steam bath,
hydro-massage, shower and UV lamp. The Cristallo
Beauty Centre is also available for body treatments
at any time of day. As with all our Bormio Hotels the
Cristallo provides buffet style breakfast and evening
meal with the midday meal taken on the mountain.

We were pleased to include the superb 4 STAR
HOTEL SANTANTON to our 2014/15 ski programme.
The hotel is situated close to the town centre in
a quiet area near the Thermal baths. This newly
renovated hotel offers spacious, brightly decorated
rooms of 2 to 4 beds and all with full bathroom, hydro
massage shower, Satellite TV, telephone, hair-drier,
safe and small fridge. Breakfast and evening meals
are taken in the hotel’s own dining room and a hot
midday meal is provided at the restaurant Cedrone at
Bormio 2000. Food is plentiful and of a high standard
with an excellent buffet for breakfast and a large
choice of hors d’oeuvre, vegetables and several
Italian and International dishes in the evening.
The hotel also has an excellent Wellness/Fitness
Centre, a heated ski and boot room , a bar and
lounge area and shuttle service.

KKKK

KKKK 140 Beds

HOTEL NEVADA

£649

All our groups use equipment supplied by Celso
sports one of the top shops in Bormio. Celso has 3
shops in Bormio, including one at Bormio 2000 so
if anyone has any problems with their equipment
during the day this can be changed very promptly
without the hassle of going back to the town. After
the days skiing all the equipment is then stored
in Celso’s storage room near the bottom of the
gondola. This means that groups do not need carry
equipment back to the hotel and do not have the
hassle of walking to the lifts in ski boots.

The Anzi family welcome you to their hotel, it is
situated in a sunny tranquil area, next to the Gondola
station for Bormio 2000 and only 5 minutes walk
from the town centre. The hotel has been recently
renovated, the excellent rooms have television,
a mini-bar and a safe and most with balcony. The
hotels superb restaurant offers both local and
international cuisine with buffet style breakfast and
3 or possibly 4 course evening meal with waiter
service. Downstairs is an excellent fitness suite
& sauna. Within the hotel is a large bar area with
numerous tables where groups can gather to play
games, have a drink etc. The hotel also features an
excellent large lounge area with open fire.
The terrace is a natural solarium where you can relax
and take in the splendid view and at the same time
enjoy a quick snack.

HOTEL CERVO

SKI SCHOOL

We use the official Italian ski school based at Bormio
2000 next to the nursery slopes and the Hotel/
Restaurant Cedrone where the groups have their
midday meal. The ski school have an excellent
reputation for their high standard of instructors whom
all are English speaking and first aid trained. On
the 1st morning the groups are met at the bottom of
gondola and taken up to the ski school meeting point
by the instructors themselves.

KKK 50 Beds

The 3 star hotel is family run by the owner and
recently renovated to a high standard. The excellent
dining room has spectacular views and serves local
and international dishes. Every room has en-suite,
TV, telephone and internet access. Located in a
favourable position to both the centre of the town and
the lifts. Offering just 50 beds this hotel is ideal for a
single group, by air or by coach.

10

We have an excellent arrangement with the Hotel/
Restaurant Cedrone based next to the ski school
meeting point and nursery slopes at Bormio 2000.
The Restaurant boast an excellent outside terrace
seating 200+. All our groups take their HOT lunch
at the Cedrone either opting to eat on the terrace
or if the weather is bad we have our own section in
the indoor dining room. The Cedrone offers a waiter
service and the meals are hot and plentiful.

EQUIPMENT HIRE

KKK 90 Beds

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk

LUNCH
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SANTA CATERINA

HOTEL MILANO

RESORT
FACTS
Resort height:
Top ski height:
Number of lifts:
Number of runs:
Black:
Red:
Blue:
Total skiable area:
Snow cannons:
TRAVEL
Bergamo
Milan
Coach arrival on
variety of days.
Dover approx

Doorstep Skiing
KKK 150 Beds

This excellent 3 star hotel offers 150 beds in rooms
of 2/3 and 4 beds and all with full facilities. It is
situated in a sunny position near the middle of the
village and close to all amenities and ski lifts. All
meals are taken in the Hotel’s own large dining room.
Food is of a high standard with typical specialities of
the Valtellina together with traditional dishes.

ITALY
PRICES FROM

£639

In addition there is a bar, TV room, lounge with
fireplace solarium and video games. The hotel also
has an entertainment area with disco, shows, games
and movies.

1475m
3012m
23
16%
48%
36%
80km
Yes

HOTEL SANTA
CATERINA
KKK

3 hrs
3.5 hrs

The 3 star HOTEL SANTA CATERINA which offers
doorstep skiing and a superb position. This 3 star
hotel has excellent rooms all with full facilities, a
traditionally decorated dining room where all meals
are taken, a large lounge/TV room, a cinema/disco
room and separate games room with table tennis etc.

17 hrs

A skiers paradise
Santa Caterina Valfurva lies some 14km from
the town of Bormio along the road which follows
the River Frodolfo. Forming part of the Stevio
National Park, it has often been referred to as
a ‘skiers paradise’ being a typical high alpine
village surrounded by pine forests and covered in
snow for many months of the year.
With a village height of 1700m and now reaching
a top ski point of over 3050m Santa Caterina can
be relied upon to provide a long and snow sure
season. It has long been a World Cup venue and
hosted the Ladies downhill again in the 2005 World
Championships. Many millions of Euros have recently
been spent in upgrading the whole lift system,
building new gondolas and up-grading existing slow
chair lifts.
There are excellent nursery facilities in the village
itself situated at nearly 6,000ft in the “ski stadium”
where there is a special area for younger visitors
served by an easy beginners lift. A secondary nursery
area is also located at the start of the main gondola’s
second section at over 2000m.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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Better skiers will use this gondola to continue
up to the start of the superb open snow bowl
called “Sunny Valley” or they may use a series of
chairlifts which serve a variety of excellent long runs
both up the mountain or back through the trees to
the village itself. The Sunny Valley area is very
popular to its superb snow conditions throughout
the season and its selection of high altitude easy
beginner to intermediate slopes above the tree line.
There is also a large mountain restaurant in the
Sunny Valley area which is popular for groups to stop
off for a short break. The scenery in this area is also
very spectacular.
A modern snow installation system is also in place,
where necessary, the natural snow cover and ensure
reliable conditions from December to late April. In
total there are some 60km of piste covered by 8
modern ski lifts.

01246 292 010
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SANTA CATERINA ITALY
Doorstep Skiing
PRICES FROM

RESIDENCE RODA
KKK

This excellent apartment style Hotel/Residence
is situated in an enviable position adjacent to
the nursery slopes in the village centre. Rooms
are furnished to a high standard and all have full
facilities. Breakfast and evening meals are taken in
the Residence’s own restaurant and a hot midday
meal is taken in the family owned restaurant on
the mountain.

£639

HOTEL TRE SIGNORI
KKK K

This superb 4 star property sits in an enviable
position literally on the slopes and close to the village
centre. The Hotel was built 3 years ago and is of a
very high standard. Its spacious rooms vary in size
from singles to 4 bedded, all with TV, telephone
and full en-suite facilities. In addition the hotel has
a number of high standard apartments which are
suitable for groups. Again they vary in size but have
separate bedrooms.
Food is of a high standard as would be expected of
a 4 star hotel and all meals are taken in the Hotel’s
own dining room. In addition the hotel has a TV and
lounge area and an excellent “wellness suite” offering
swimming, fitness, sauna,solarium and massage etc.
Please note there is a charge for this facility.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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LIVIGNO

Doorstep Skiing
HOTEL ALPEN VILLAGE

RESORT
FACTS
Resort height:
Top ski height:
Number of lifts:
Number of runs:
Black:
Red:
Blue:
Total skiable area:
TRAVEL
By air:
Innsbruck
Bergamo
Milan

KKK
We are pleased to introduce the excellent 3 star
HOTEL ALPEN VILLAGE situated in Livigno itself,
only 100m from the nearest runs and lift and an
easy walk into the village itself. The hotel is an
ideal venue for groups with its own swimming pool,
sauna/solarium as well as an excellent games room,
disco and bar and lounge/TV room. Rooms are well
furnished with views of the slopes, full bathroom and
toilet facilities and a variety of sizes.

1815m
2800m
36

The resort enjoys a very long ski season running
from November to Mid May 2016. Due to its sheltered
position and an altitude of nearly 2900m at the top,
skiers can be confident of having excellent snow
conditions at any time of the season including a late
Easter. The skiing in Livigno is split into 2 areas one
either side of the valley. There is an excellent choice
of runs for all abilities and skiers taking lessons from
the award winning ski school will soon progress onto a
variety of runs.
The resort also boasts Italy’s best snow-park “Little
Tibet” where skiers will enjoy hours of fun. The resort
also organises and hosts a wide and varied range
of internationally renowned events of every winter
discipline including cross country skiing in December
to spectacular freeski jumps in the snow castle. The
resort is also pioneering a series of “snow survival”
courses throughout the year. Over 115km of well
groomed pistes, served by 31 lifts, are covered on the
ski pass and the nearest lift being only 50m from our
hotel.

MEALS

All meals are taken in the hotel including a hot midday
meal each day. The spacious dining room looks out
on the village below and across to the mountains
beyond. Food is again of a high standard as would

16

£719

“Little Tibet”
Ski and Sport were pleased to introduce this
famous Italian resort into their programme in 2015.
This superb high level resort is very popular with
the UK adult market and we are very fortunate to
have secured a programme for groups.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk

PRICES FROM

All meals are taken in the hotel including a hot
midday meal each day. The spacious dining room
looks out on the village below and across to the
mountains beyond. Food is again of a high standard
as would be expected of a 3 star hotel and consists
of many local Livigno dishes as well as buffet
breakfast and buffet choice of salad and starter in the
evening plus continental choices.

26%
57%
17%
115km

2.5 hrs
3.5 hrs
4 - 4.5 hrs

ITALY

be expected of a 3 star hotel and consists of many
local Livigno dishes as well as buffet breakfast and
buffet choice of salad and starter in the evening plus
continental choices.

SKI EQUIPMENT

Again we are fortunate that the hotel has its own rental
shop in the complex itself so there is very little carrying
involved. The hotel has a large heated boot room for
use by our groups.

LESSONS

The Livigno ski school has a very high reputation both
for ski and snowboard instruction. Having worked with
English clients for a long time we are able to ensure
English speaking instructors are provided for all our
clients.

APRÈS SKI

During the evening the resort of Livigno really comes
alive. There are numerous bars, café’s and other
forms of evening entertainment. The multitude of
shops offer an excellent choice of goods to purchase
and because of its DUTY FREE status prices are
unbeatable.
The Hotel itself has a “good size” swimming pool
which is fully attended and available for our groups.
There is also a games area and fitness room in the
hotel. The village also has a bowling alley and ice rink.

01246 292 010
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TONALE

Doorstep Skiing
HOTEL ANGELO

RESORT
FACTS
Resort height:
Top ski height:
Number of lifts:
Number of runs:
Black:
Red:
Blue:
Total skiable area:
TRAVEL
Bergamo
Milan
Venice
Verona
Coach arrival
Saturday & Sunday
Dover approx

KKK
The Angelo is a beautifully appointed hotel with 60
beds. All rooms have full facilities and sleep up to
4. All meals are taken in the charming dining room
which serves excellent Italian food. The hotel is a
short 5 minute walk from the ski lifts.

ITALY
PRICES FROM

£689

1860m
3500m
29
8%
63%
29%
80km

2 hrs
3 hrs
3.5 hrs
3 hrs

17 hrs

Amazing views

Tonale is a small resort set above the tree line on
the pass between the regions of Trentino and
Lombardy, where the Sole Valley joins the Camonica
Valley. The Val di Sole rises from 900m at the bottom
of the Marilleva lifts to 3069m at the top of
the Presena Glacier.

This is the Brenta Dolomites at their best with a
modern lift system that serves all abilities, with
special moving mat style chairs make it easier for
beginners. From the top of the Presena Glacier you
can ski approximately 12 KM through the wooded
lower slopes to Ponte di Legno.

There are 80km of piste locally covering Tonale and
Ponti di Legno, with 45km of artificial snow-making
facilities. There is an area pass, which also covers
the nearby resorts of Pejo, Folgarida, Marilleva,
Madonna di Compiglio.

A newly constructed chairlift opened in 2007 and
gives skiers a rapid return to Tonale. After a hard
days skiing the lively village offers some excellent
après ski activities including, ice skating, dog
sledding, quad rides, bars, cafés, pizzeria and
excellent disco bar and swimming in nearby Ponte
di Legno.

HOTEL PIANDINEVE
KKKK
This superb large 4 star hotel is situated in a quiet,
sunny, panoramic location in Tonale itself. It has
superb views of the Presana Glacier and is an easy
walk to the slopes.
The 140 rooms are very modern, spacious and
all with satellite colour TV, phone, hairdryer and
full ensuite facilities. They vary in size but have 7
adjoining family rooms.
Meals are taken in the Hotel’s large restaurants and
food is of a high standard as would be expected in a
4 star property.
Also in the Hotel is a games room, disco, bar/tavern,
lounge area and ski storage.

HOTEL ADAMELLO
KKK
The Adamello is situated in the village of Tonale and
a short walk from the lifts. This 3* property offers 100
beds in rooms of 2, 3 & 4 sharing, with singles on
request (at a supplement.) All rooms have en-suite
facilities & telephone, many have balconies and TV’s.
All meals are taken in the hotels own restaurant,
which offers excellent local dishes and superb views
from the panoramic windows. Within the hotel there
is also a bar, small lounge area and ski deposit room.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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FOLGARIDA

HOTEL ANNAMARIA

RESORT
FACTS
1300m
2179m
(2800m
Madonna)
Number of lifts:
25
Total skiable area:
80km
(local) 180km (area)
Number of runs:
Black:
14%
Red:
28%
Green:
58%
Total skiable area:
80km
Snow cannons:
90%

KKK
Located in “down town” Folgarida, 100 metres from
the gondola taking skiers quickly up to the ski school
meeting place and the start of the lift system linking
the rest of the resort and runs to Marilleva and
Madonna di Campiglio.

3 hrs
4 hrs
3 hrs
2.5 hrs
Saturday
18 hrs

PRICES FROM

£679

The hotel AnnaMaria is the sister hotel to the Union
and also offers 90 rooms all with en-suite facilities,
telephone, safe, hair-dryer and most have balcony.
All meals are taken in the hotel, which offers
excellent local and international cuisine. The hotel
has a number of living rooms, cafe-bar, TV room
and parlour, small bar with stereo system and
swimming pool.

Resort height:
Top ski height:

TRAVEL
Bergamo
Milan
Venice
Verona
Coach arrival:
Dover approx

Doorstep Skiing

ITALY

The winter entertainment programme includes
daytime and evening events within the hotel.
Facing the hotel is a multifunctional congress hall
and cinema.

HOTEL UNION

Quality Resort
Folgarida and Marilleva, who share their slopes with
Madonna di Campiglio, is still relatively unknown
to British skiers. A large area of piste is covered by
artificial snow making machines which are very often
used in very early season to build up a good base.
The Val di Sole is renowned for its heavy snowfalls
that usually guarantee good skiing until the end of
April. The slopes are well maintained and offer an
excellent progression from first day beginner to
expert, with lots of wide gentle runs for novices.
Your lift pass covers Folgarida and Marilleva, which
is about half the circuit. Intermediates and advanced
skiers can buy an inexpensive daily lift pass
extension and enjoy the skiing over at Madonna di
Compiglio.

APRÈS SKI

Both hotels have a swimming pool which are
available, when attended, free of charge. There is
a floodlit ice rink a short walk from the hotel Union
and floodlit skiing close to the hotel Annamaria. In
addition there is a pizzeria and disco bar within close
proximity to the hotels and the possibility of bowling
near to Dimaro approximately 20 minutes away
by coach.

KKK
With its sunny position and panoramic view of the
Brenta range in Folgarida, the Hotel Union is situated
at 1300m and next to the ‘Belvedere’ the new
gondola up to Spolverino.
The hotel has 90 rooms, all with en-suite facilities,
telephone, safe and hair-dryer. All guests have
access to the lifts, large living room, cafe-bar, TV
room, bar with stereo system, ski deposit room.
Family run the hotel offers excellent local and
international cuisine.
The hotel has a swimming pool which will be
available for all guests and is fully attended. During
the winter months the hotel runs a full entertainment
programme. The hotel is situated a short walk from
the ice skating stadium.

There are three areas of linked slopes around
Madonna: Pancugolo to the west, Pradalago to
the north, and Passon Groste (the highest area) to
the east. Pradalago is also linked by lift and piste
to Monte Vigo, where the slopes of Folgarida and
Marilleva also meet. New lifts have been added in
recent years including a new link to the nearby resort
of Pinzolo. This has added a further 40km of piste to
the circuit.
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CLAVIERE

Doorstep Skiing
HOTEL PASSERO PELLIGINO

RESORT
FACTS
Village height
Top ski height
No of lifts (area)
Total km piste
Runs Blue
Red
Black
Longest Run
Lift pass photo
Slopes face
TRAVEL
Turin
Milan
Coach arrival
Sundays
Dover approx

KKK
The 3 star Hotel Passero Pelligino is situated in Claviere itself and only a short walk from lifts and town centre.
The traditional Piedmont style hotel has a comfortable restaurant, a lounge, games room, ski and boot storage
and also provide their own ski hire equipment. A recent restructuring has also added a sauna.

ITALY
PRICES FROM

£739

All hotel rooms are 2-4 bedded with en-suite facilities, telephone, TV and hairdryer. There is also a residence
section with small apartments, again with full facilities, plus a kitchenette.

1760m
2800m
72
100(local)
400km2
57
109
36
6km
No
NE, NW

1.5 hrs
2.5 hrs

15 hrs

“ Paradise”
Claviere forms part of the huge Milky Way ski
area of Italy and France which runs from the
well known Italian resort of Sauze d’Oulx to
Montgenevre just over the French border. A total
of 400km of piste are covered on the area ski
pass.

THE RESORT

Claviere is the most relaxed resort on the Milky Way
system and has welcomed school groups for many
years. It has direct access to the huge ski area
and as one of the highest resorts in the system, at
1760m, enjoys an excellent snow season.

lift pass which covers over 100km of skiing in
Claviere and Montgenevre. An easy upgrade can be
provided on request. Snowboarders have 4 parks on
offer in Montgenevre, Sestriere, Sauze d’Oulx and
Cesana Sansicario.

APRÈS SKI

In the immediate area groups have a choice of a
evening activities to include a natural ice rink, disco,
a choice of pizzerias, Tobogganing and floodlit skiing
run by the ski school.

SKIING/BOARDING

There is a wide choice of skiing in Claviere and its
close neighbour Montgenevre both below and above
the tree line. Beginners are well catered for on the
delightful sunny nursery slopes immediately above
the village. You will quickly gain confidence here
before venturing onto the ‘paradise’ of intermediate
and interlinked blue and red runs connecting the
whole circuit. Groups are provided with the Montiluna
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SAUZE D’OULX
RESORT
FACTS
Resort Information
Km of piste
400
Resort height
1500m
Top ski height
2825m
No of runs
214
Green
25%
Blues
25%
Reds
30%
Blacks
20%
Off piste
Excellent
Lifts
83
Drags
45
Chairs
36
Gondolas
36
Cable cars
1
Mountain restaurants
10

Doorstep Skiing
HOTEL GRAND BESSON
KKK

ITALY
PRICES FROM

£719

We are very pleased to introduce the Grand Hotel Besson and Spa into our programme. This superb 4 star
hotel is located on a natural terrace overlooking the Susa Valley, close to the ski bus stop or alternatively a 10
minute walk from the Sportina chairlift or alternatively slightly further to the Clotes chairlift. You can also walk
into the town centre. The hotel has 44 rooms including single, twin/double and family occupancy. All rooms are
equipped with full bathroom and toilet facilities, some with balconies and all with satellite TV, hairdryer, minibar,
telephone and safe.
The hotel has meeting rooms, lounges, Wi-Fi, bar, panoramic terrace, solarium, ski room and wellness centre
with pool, sauna, steam room, cold plunge pool and outdoor hot tub (charge made). Please note that in order to
entre the wellness area clients must use hotel provided towels and wear suitable flip-flops or other waterproof
sandals. These can either be self provided or rented from the hotel.
All meals are taken in the hotel’s own dining room where a superb standard of food is served including a 3
course evening meal with salad buffet.

Trendy year round resort
Nestled in the Western Italian Alps, a stone’s
throw from the French border, Sauze d’Oulx is a
trendy year round resort in the province of Turin,
located on the Via Lattea, or Milky Way, a skiers
paradise spanning 400 kilometres of piste served
by around 100 ski lifts.

SKIING

APRÈS SKI

Sauze d’Oulx is the liveliest of the areas towns with
a traditional village with numerous bars, cafes and
shops. Prices are reasonable for all activities and
entertainment includes Cinema (with English films),
open air ice rink, games hall, disco and pizzeria.

INCLUDES
Open air ice rink
Cinema with English movies
Video and games hall
Pizzeria
Disco
Numerous shops, café’s
and restaurants
TRAVEL
By air from a number of UK airports to

Milan
2.5 hrs
Turin
1.5 hrs
Grenoble
2.5 hrs
By coach departing
Friday and arriving Saturday.
Journey time from Calais is
approximately 14 hours.

Known as the “Balcony of the Alps” for its especially
scenic position 1500 metres above sea level, Sauze
combines a combination of natural beauty, historic
charm and easy access to both groomed and off
piste skiing.
The area offers a paradise of long quiet slopes with
a mixture of lower, tree lined slopes together with
an amazing choice of higher more open runs with
stunning panoramic views. The resort is the best
base for skiers and snowboarders alike with easy
access to the adjacent resorts of Sestriere and
Sansicario. There are a variety of lifts including the
more modern gondolas built for the 2006 Winter
Olympics. In general pistes are not difficult with
some red runs being in fact blue in difficulty. For
experts there is less choice but some runs are very
challenging such as the Olympic in Sestriere and the
Canale Colo in Sauze itself.
All areas are suitable for both family and school
group skiing and there are many “kid-parks” for
smaller children. Once again we use the official
local ski school who are fully qualified and have
preferential access to lifts.
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GRESSONEY

HOTEL MONBOSO

RESORT
FACTS
Resort height:
Top ski height:
Number of lifts:
Number of runs:
Black:
Red:
Blue:
Total skiable area:
Snow cannons:
TRAVEL
Turin
Milan
Geneva
Coach arrival
Sundays
Dover approx

KKK K
The Hotel Monboso is situated at Gressoney Stafal,
the highest hamlet in the Gressoney Valley at 1800m
and only 100m from both the Gondola connecting
the Alagna side of the area and the cable car linking
the Champluc area. You are also able to ski back
to within 100 metres of the hotel. This superb 4
star hotel offers a high standard of accommodation
with spacious rooms of 2/3 and 4 beds all with full
bathroom and WC facilities.

1810m
3550m
36

PRICES FROM

£739

All meals are taken in the Hotel’s own dining rooms
and feature a superb hot and cold breakfast buffet,
an excellent choice of hot midday meals and a
variety of menu’s, including local and International
dishes, for evening meal. There is also an excellent
bar and entertainment room, games room, disco
area and cinema room together with regular
entertainment nights run by the hotel themselves.

8%
63%
29%
200km
70km

HOTEL FLORA ALPINA
KK
This excellent family run hotel is situated in the
village Gressoney St Jean and only 100m from the
Weissmatten’s ski lifts serving the independent ski
area of St Jean. Its 12 bedrooms vary in size from
single to 4 beds, all with private bathroom and WC
and all recently renovated. All bedrooms feature
colour TV with satellite, hair-dryers and direct phone.
It is ideal for a group of approximately 45 passengers
preferring a hotel to themselves. There is a
pleasant TV room and bar area as well as a
“garden” with games.

2 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

14 hrs

Picturesque

Meals are taken in the Hotel’s own dining room and
feature both local dishes of the Aosta Valley as well
as general Italian cuisine. The chef Guiseppi Barell
is a native of the valley and is proud of his high
standard of food containing genuine and home made
ingredients. The hotel are also happy to cater for
individual group needs.

‘The hidden jewels in Italy’s crown’ a newspaper
article recently quoted. ‘Italy’s answer to the 3
vallees’ says another. The Monte Rosa peaks soar
above the valleys, and from Gressoney they are
particularly spectacular as the vast south-facing
glaciers descending from the mighty 14,738ft peaks
seem ever poised to pour into town. For those who
still need to gain familiarity with skiing there are lots
of easier ‘blue’ runs, but in every Monte Rosa ski
station there are also the more interesting ‘red’ runs
of intermediate difficulty. However, there is no lack of
enticing ‘black’ slopes where the most expert skier
can test his or her prowess. The district is equipped
with artificial snow systems covering a total of 70km
of piste with over 400 snow-firing points. The overall
altitude of the entire area ranges from 3260m at
Forcella di Bors to 1212m at Alagna. Now accessible
by pisted runs Alagna adds another excellent area
onto the Gressoney pass. The nearby traditional
villages of St Jean and La Trinite are well worth a
visit, here there are also various après ski activities
which include small ice rink, swimming pool various
bars, cafes and pizzerias & an excellent sports centre
in St Jean.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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Doorstep Skiing

ITALY

HOTEL BELVEDERE
KKK
The Hotel Belvedere is situated adjacent to the
slopes in Gressoney St Jean with the nearest lift only
50 metres away. This excellent 3 star hotel occupies
an elevated position overlooking the village and is an
ideal venue for groups.
All the 42 rooms are spacious and equipped with
full bathroom facilities. There is a large games room
with table tennis and pool tables, a cinema room and
meeting area, together with dining room and
bar area.
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SALZBURGER SPORTWELT
AMADE
RESORT
FACTS

TRAVEL
Salzburg
Munich
Innbruck
Dover (approx)

1 hr
3 hrs
3 hrs
16 hrs
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FLACHAU & WAGRAIN

		

Ski range: 600m to 2100m
Total km piste
350k
110km blue
200 km red
40 km black
Lifts
86
Snow-making
90%
Après ski (area) Swimming
(Wagrain),
Curling Skating,
Bowling,
Discos,
Pizzerias
Other amenities
Banks
Supermarkets
Hospitals

AUSTRIA
This beautifully scenic resort is situated in the heart
of the Amade region and is an ideal place to start
the “adventure’. This area alone has some 111 kms
of piste served by over 40 lifts and has a superb
range of gentle blue beginners runs up to challenging
blacks for any advanced skier to tackle. From
Flachau there is easy access to the neighbouring
resorts of WAGRAIN and FLACHAUWINKL with
further access to the higher altitude ZAUCHENSEE
with skiing up to at 2188 metres.
Wagrain, at 2000m, has an excellent snow record
throughout the season and a huge variety of novice
and intermediate slopes. It is the most extensive of
the area’s resorts and offers long wide pistes from
top to bottom allowing plenty of space for everyone to
enjoy. Zauchensee is directly linked to Wagrain and
is an idyllic ski area in its own right.

Austria’s premier ski regions
INTRODUCTION

We are proud to be offering the superb Austrian
Ski area of Salzburger Sportwelt Amade into our
programme.
Our Austrian Agents will be looking after all
groups in the area. They have had numerous
years experience instructing, guiding and
overseeing groups for several companies in
the area. They will personally look after all our
groups and as they have the best contacts for
accommodation, equipment and instruction in
the area, it will ensure our programme runs
smoothly and efficiently.

With 15 modern ski lifts and over 40km of piste, the
resort is always free of lift queues. The variety of
skiing through tree lined and even off-piste runs is of
interest to all skiers. Even beginners can enjoy the
area due the beautiful Hagengebirge excellent snow
conditions due to its altitude. There are numerous,

choice of challenging red and blacks leading back
to resort, including the World Cup Downhill run.
The area has a variety of mountain eateries both in
resorts and on the mountains.

£729

The resort of Alpendorf is part of the St. Johan
Alpendorf Ski Area with over 300km of downhill
skiing with 19 ski runs served by 19 lifts. As part
of the Salzburger Sportwelt area you can ski or
snowboard into neighbouring resorts such as
Wagrain, Flachau and all of the other resorts within
the Ski Amade region on the same lift pass.
In Alpendorf there is plenty for everyone to have
a go at with easy green runs up to some great off
piste tree runs depending on your level of skiing
or snowboarding. The small area of Alpendorf is
serviced by 2 main lifts to access the whole area,
these in peak times can become busy but many of
our groups like to get an early start to miss the lifts!
The picturesque area has some of the most amazing
tree run views in the whole area making it not only
challenging but also relaxing.

SKI AMADE SPORTWELT
Over the past few years the Salzburger Sportwelt Ski
area has developed into one of Austria’s premier ski
regions. With some 350km of piste, the area offers
an amazing choice of interconnected skiing to suit all
abilities. It forms part of the huge Ski Amade winter
sports region which is Austria’s largest with over
800km of piste.

NO OTHER COMPANY WILL OFFER THIS
SERVICE.
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SKI AMADE
SPORTWELT
HOTEL MARKUSHOF
KKK
The JUGENDHOTEL MARKUSHOF is located
just 1km away from the centre of Wagrain with the
nursery slope for beginners right in front of the house
offering DOORSTEP SKIING. The “Flying Mozart
high-speed gondola is just a short walk away. The
house has first class facilities, excellent food and a
high standard of accommodation making it one of the
best properties in resort. Rooms are mainly 2, 4 and
6 bedded with two 8 bedded larger rooms if required.

AUSTRIA
PRICES FROM

£729

All rooms are fully equipped with private showers
and toilets. The house also has a sauna and
solarium available at a small charge. The superb inhouse facilities also include a newly built sports hall
which is 30m by 20m in size and suitable for group
use at night.

JUGENDHOTEL
WEITENMOOS KKK

The JUGENDHOTEL WEITENMOOS is located in
Alpendorf at an altitude of 900m offering superb
panoramic views of the area. Rooms vary in size
from single to multi-bedded with bunk beds. All are
equipped with shower and WC and the single/twin
rooms have hairdryer and safe. There is a huge
adventure playground with two indoor trampolines
and a slide, outdoor pool, tennis courts and much
more.
It is possible to SKI BACK TO THE DOOR thus
avoiding a long coach journey at the end of a hard
days skiing and a salad buffet. The hotel also offers a
series of themed evenings.

GASTHOF
PASS LUEG KKK

The GASTHOF PASS LUEG is set within the
beautiful Hagengebirge and Tennengebirge Alpine
Mountains close to the A10 Tauern autobahn and the
city of Salzburg.
All rooms are individually styled and designed in
typical Austrian décor and offering beautiful mountain
views. They vary in size from 2 to 4 beds, all with full
bathroom facilities and with TV and telephone.
The cuisine in Pass Lueg is strongly based on
traditional Austrian recipes and is served in the 90
seater beautifully decorated dining room. The ski
area of Wagrain and Flachau is a 20 minute coach
ride away.
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AUSTRIA

SKI WELT-SOLL

PRICES FROM

GASTHOF HAUSERWIRT, WORGL

		

RESORT
FACTS

Resort height:
700m
Top ski height:
1955m
Number of lifts:
90
Km of piste:
280km
Beginners:
134km
Intermediates:
129km
Advanced:
17km
Lifts:
15 Gondolas
36 chairlifts
39 drag lifts
15 moving carpets
Snow parks		
5
Floodlit skiing, skating,
tobogganing, café’s, shops,
bars
TRAVEL
By coach from Calais 13 hrs
By air
Salzburg 1.5 hrs
Munich 2.5 hrs

KKK
Situated on the outskirts of Worgl, this friendly family run 3 star hotel offers easy access to the ski areas of Soll,
Itter and Hopfgarten both of which are only 5 to 6 km away. The hotel has 148 beds in various sized rooms
all tastefully decorated and offering full bathroom facilities as well as free WiFi and satellite TV. Breakfast and
evening meals are taken in the hotels own dining room offering a variety of local dishes together with “group
favourites”

£729

A paradise for intermediate skiers
INTRODUCTION

APRÈS SKI

SKIING

There are a variety of shops, café’s and bars in the
various surrounding villages as well as swimming
nearby, skating and pizzerias.

We are pleased to include in our programme one
of Austria’s largest linked ski areas.

Soll has been popular with British skiers for many
years with its extensive choice of beginner and
intermediate slopes, nearly all (80%) served by
ski making facilities which is the most extensive
in Austria. The pretty village is compact and easily
explored on foot. A large number of the slopes are
northerly facing ensuring good snow conditions until
late March.
Our groups can access the ski area by gondola
either from Itter or Hopfgarten which are only a 5 to
8 minute journey. At the top of the gondola at Itter
are a number of nursery slopes and easy longer
green runs to progress to. Access to the main ski
area from Hopfgarten is via a 2 stage gondola which
is usually queue free. Again there are also nursery
slopes in the village. When snow conditions are at
their best the runs back down to Hopfgarten are
some of the best in the Ski Welt

There are two toboggan runs (4km and 3km) from the
top of a gondola and both are floodlit 4 nights a week.

TRAVEL

By coach departing Fridays and Saturdays and
arriving the following day. Approximate journey time
from Calais is 14 hours. Coaches return after evening
meal on the departure day and arriving back into the
UK the following morning.
We use DFDS ferries from Dover to Calais and
Dunkirk and P & O ferries from Dover to Calais.
By air on Saturdays or Sundays to Munich or
Salzburg with a transfer time of 2.5 hours and 1 hour
respectively.

The Ski Welt is a paradise for intermediate skiers
with lots of areas ideal for cruising around. It is a big
area with lots of blue runs and easy reds. In general
most of the more difficult runs are those from the
mid stations to the valley areas of Blaiken, Brixen
and Soll itself as well as over to nearby Westendorf.
The black run alongside the Brixen gondola is
perhaps the most difficult in the area especially if the
snow is softer due to its southerly aspect.
Soll also has its own terrain park and floodlit
funslope with numerous features including two
lines of banked curves, jumps, boxes and a tunnel
suitable for all abilities and also floodlit for night
riding 4 days a week.
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AUSTRIA

SAALBACH-HINTERGLEM
ACCOMMODATION

		

RESORT
FACTS

1050m
2095m
270km
105km
112km
21km
28 Gondolas
22 Chairlifts
21 Drag lifts
13 Moving carpets
Snowmaking:
90%
Longest run:
7km
Snow parks:
3 (1 local)
Bowling, ice karting, flloodlit
tobogganing, sleigh rides,
shops, bars, café’s, flloodlit
skiing, swimming (Zell am
See)

The superb newly constructed (2011) Young
Generation Resort Buchegg in Hinterglemm offers
an excellent standard accommodation and literally
DOORSTEP skiing. All rooms are bright, spacious
with lots of storage, modern high quality beds and full
bathroom facilities. Students are accommodated in
6 bedded rooms and staff are in twin/doubles again
with full facilities.

£729

The “Buchegg Resort” also has an excellent Cinema
seating 110 guests, a large games room with table
football, electronic games, table tennis and pool
tables. Staff have access to the superb wellness
suite with Finish sauna and relaxation area. Please
note that guests need to bring their own towels and
bathrobes.

Resort height:
Top ski height:
Km of piste:
Easy runs:
Intermediate:
Difficult:
Lifts:

TRAVEL
By coach from Calais 13 hrs
By air
Salzburg 1.5 hrs
Munich 2.5 hrs

PRICES FROM

Lively venues for group skiing
INTRODUCTION

The newly extended ski area of SaalbachHinterglem which will be connected to the
nearby resort of Fieberbrun in 2016 is one of the
largest interlinked areas in Austria. These pretty,
traditional villages have long been popular with
British visitors and both offer lively venues for
group skiing.

SKIING

Beginners are well catered for in both villages with
Hinterglemm’s spacious nursery area being separate
from the main ski area. The nursery slopes here
are also northerly facing ensuring a longer season
and reliable snow. Progression is also aided by a
gondola serving a blue slope that is also used for
night skiing. There are also lots of other easy blue
slopes to move onto... Saalbach’s two sunny nursery
slopes are right next to the village. The upper one is
served by a six seater chair and there are short easy
runs to progress to.
The ski runs for a “circus” almost entirely composed
of broad slopes between forested glades which
provides a sheltered area for skiing during bad
weather. There are a paradise of intermediate
slopes of blue and red runs with many of the reds
only being similar to blue runs. Skiing anti-clockwise
it is possible to ski
Nearly the whole area entirely on blue runs. The
links across the valley work well and skiers can
cover both sides without having to descend to the
villages more than a couple of times.

Better skiers and Boarders are also well catered for
and boarders will be pleased that lifts are mainly
chairs and gondolas. The long (4km) Nordabfaht
run beneath the Schattberg Ost gondola is a
genuine black as is the World cup downhill run from
Zwolferkogel.

All meals are taken in the resorts own spacious
dining room. An excellent breakfast buffet is provided
and includes freshly baked bread and cakes,
assorted hams, cheeses and sausages. There is also
fruit, cereals, spreads and jams and assorted hot
drinks. A light lunch can be taken in the hostel or a
packed lunch on request. Evening meals are again
taken in the dining room and are mainly buffet style
with a large choice of local and International cuisine.
The Buchegg also has its own ski hire which is
conveniently stored in the large ski storage area.

Freestylers will also be happy with no fewer than
3 snow parks-one of which is just outside our
accommodation and floodlit at night.

APRÈS SKI

In addition to the activities in the hostel, the two
resorts offer a variety of après ski activities including
snowshoe hiking, sledging, horse drawn carriage
rides, skating and curling, snow tubing and floodlit
skiing. There is also a numbers of shops, cafes, bars
and pizzerias. Groups can also go bowling or visit
nearby Zell am See for Ice Hockey matches and
swimming.

TRAVEL

By coach departing Fridays and Saturday with
overnight travel and a journey time from Calais of
approximately 14 hours. Return is again overnight
leaving after evening meal and arriving in the UK the
following morning
By air on Saturdays and Sundays to Munich or
Salzburg with transfer times of approximately 2.5
hours and 1.5 hours respectively.

Reiterkogel is where the new gondola and 3.5
km long piste with connect with Fieberbrun. The
Wildenkarkogel sector connects to the nearby village
of Leogang which is a very small, high open area
served by fast lifts with a number of north facing
slopes.
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DOUCY / VALMOREL

MAISON APARTMENTS

RESORT
FACTS

KKK

Our groups will be accommodated in the excellent
Combelouviere apartments in the centre of the
village itself. These apartments are of a higher
standard than “normal “ French apartments and
range from 2/3 bedded studios to large 10 bedded
apartments with 4 separate bedrooms.

Excellent, friendly resort
The resort offers doorstep skiing from a high speed
modern chairlift adjacent to our accommodation.
This links into the reset of the ski area which
includes Valmorel itself and the connected resort of
St Francoise de Longchamps. In total the “Grand
Domaine ski area offers 160km of varied piste
served by some 43 ski lifts. The resort enjoys a long
ski season opening until the 18th April due to its
altitude of over 1400m in the village to 2550m at
altitude. The numerous snow cannons ensure that all
links are kept open throughout the season.
There is an excellent range of skiing to suit all
abilities including the long easy green run back down
to the village of Doucy itself. A very easy nursery area
is situated in the village itself served by a small drag
lift and the high speed Combelouviere chairlift links
into a secondary nursery area and numerous green
and blue runs above the main village of Valmorel
itself. For better skiers there is an excellent range
of red and black runs coming down from the Col du
Gollet at 2000m and the Col du Mottet and pointe de
Mottet at 2400m and 2600m respectively.

MEALS

All meals are taken at our restaurant in the village
and adjacent to the apartments. Food is of a high
standard and includes a hot midday meal. Included in
the menu is 2 savoyard speciality evenings during the
week. Meals can be taken outside on the terrace if
weather permits or inside the restaurant itself.
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£729

The apartments are situated only 50 metres from
the lifts and skiers can ski back to the door when
conditions permit.

We are pleased to welcome back into our
programme the excellent, friendly resort of Doucy
Comblouviere situated in the Tarentaise Valley
close to Albertville and Moutiere. It is the first
resort in this famous valley and therefore a very
easy transfer either by coach from the UK or from
the numerous surrounding airports.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk

PRICES FROM

All apartments are fully equipped with kitchenette as
well a bathroom and separate toilet. With safety in
mind all apartments are located in the same block
and will be on the ground floor. They enjoy excellent
furnishings and wonderful views of the mountains
and valley below.

Resort Height
1400m
Top Ski Height
2550m
Total Skiable Area
160km
Lifts
43
Snow Cannons
Numerous
Runs:
18% beginners
53% Intermediate
29% advanced

Doorstep Skiing

FRANCE

EQUIPMENT HIRE

Ski/board and boot hire are again provided in the
village itself only 100 metres from the apartments
and opposite the nursery area and chairlift. This
equipment is also stored near the lift. All equipment
is modern with a variety of standards available for
better skiers if required.

SKI SCHOOL

We will again be using the official French Ski School
based in the tourist office in the village itself. They
have worked with English Speaking visitors for many
years so there are no language difficulties. Groups
will be the usual 10 per class for skiers and 8 for
snowboarders.

APRÈS SKI

The village of Doucy is quiet and very safe. Our
agents in resort have arranged an evening package
for groups should they wish to participate.
This includes use of the small pool at the Les
Carlines holiday centre in the resort. Toboganning
in the village itself. Use of the projection room in the
Tourist office where groups can use their own English
DVD’s. Our restaurant can offer Pizza evening and
Savoyard speciality evenings. A short drive down the
mountain to Albertville can be arranged where groups
can go shopping and use the bowling alley and ice
rink.

TRAVEL

Groups travelling by coach will leave the UK on
Friday late afternoon and travel overnight on the
excellent French motorway system via Rheims, Dijon,
Lyon and Chambery. Flights will be to Geneva, Lyon,
Grenoble and occasionally Chambery with transfers
of 1.5 to 3 hours.

01246 292 010
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MONT TREMBLANT

MARRIOTT INN KKKK

RESORT
FACTS

Located at the base of the mountain The Marriott
Residence offers suites from studios to 1 or 2
bedrooms. The studios are air conditioned equipped
with kitchen, fireplace and majority have balcony.
All suites have full bathroom facilities. Breakfast
and afternoon snack (Mon-Thu) are served in
the hotel and evening meal is taken in Casey’s
family restaurant - accessible from the hotel. Other
restaurants around the village are available on
request.

Resort Height:
870m
Top Ski Height:
2871m
Total Skiable Area: 160km
Lifts:
13
Number of runs:
94
Beginners:
17%
Intermediates:
33%
Advanced:
50%
Total skiable area: 625 acres
Snow cannons:
870
TRAVEL
Montreal
Ottawa

Doorstep Skiing

CANADA
PRICES FROM

£1299

The Marriott Inn is located opposite the start of the
‘Le Cabriolet’ which takes you up-to the main lifts
of Tremblant. Behind the Marriott is ‘Le Source’
Tremblant’s Aqua Club which is available for all
groups. In the heart of the pedestrian village offering
access to more than 75 boutiques, movie theatre and
a wide variety of international restaurants the Marriott
Inn makes and excellent base for all groups. You
can also go ice climbing, horse riding, ice skating on
the nearby frozen lake, snow shoeing, tubing, snow
mobiling and dog sledding. A visit to nearby Montreal
is also highly recommended.

LES SUITES KKKK

This superb 4 star property offers doorstep skiing
from the adjacent Cabriolet lift which runs to the
edge of the slopes and further uphill transportation.
It consists of several very stylish and spacious
condominium complexes in the heart of the village.
They vary in size up to 6 bedded and all have full
bathroom facilities and seating area within them.

2 hrs
4 hrs

There is an excellent breakfast room where skiers
have an excellent choice of buffet breakfast. Evening
meals are taken in an adjacent restaurant.

Fairytale Resort
Tremblant has been transformed over recent
years into the leading resort in Eastern Canada.
The resort has been developed by Intrawest (who
also own Whistler and several other North American
resorts) in the style of Old Quebec. The cobbled,
narrow, traffic free streets and squares make the
resort an excellent choice for groups. The purpose
built village is decorated in bright, vibrant colours and
its buildings give the resort a fairy-tail feel.
Tremblant offers 4 very distinct slopes for you to
discover. You will never grow tired of the varying
degrees of difficulty in the skiing and the excellent
snow conditions offer endless mountain adventures.
The south side of the resort offers the largest amount
of skiing with a wide range of runs for beginners to
experts. The north side of the mountain offers the
skiers and snowboards the best conditions due to
sheltered position.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

Doorstep Skiing
KANCAMAGUS LODGE

RESORT
FACTS
LOON
Skiable acres:
370
Total Number of Runs:
61
Beginners: 12
Intermediate: 29
Advanced: 20
Terrain:
20% Beginner
60% Intermediate
20% Advanced
Gondolas:
1
Chair Lifts:
8
Drag/Surface Lifts:
3
Longest Run:
2.5 miles
Height of Top Station: 3050ft
Base Altitude:
950ft
Vertical Drop:
2100ft
Direction:
NE
Snow-making Coverage: 99%
Lift Pass Photo required: No
CANNON
Skiable acres:
178 + 86
Total Number of Runs:
61
Beginners: 12
Intermediate: 29
Advanced: 20
Terrain:
20% Beginner
60% Intermediate
20% Advanced
Cable Cars:
1
Chair Lifts:
8
Drag/Surface Lifts:
3
Longest Run:
2.5 miles
Height of Top Station: 3050ft
Base Altitude:
950ft
Vertical Drop:
2100ft

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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KKK
Situated just 1 mile from Loon Mountain ski resort
this family owned 3 star hotel offers an indoor pool,
2 restaurants an free wifi. The rooms are of a high
standard some with flat screen TV’s and all have
en-suite.

USA
PRICES FROM

£1449

Brittanny’s restaurant serves homemade dishes and
if the weather is good this can be served on the patio
overlooking the mountains.

SNOWY OWL
KKK
The Snowy Owl inn is considered one of New
England’s finest country inns. Set in the heart of
Waterville valley, this 4 star resort has 85 rooms all
en-suite with Cable TV.
The resort has a great indoor heated pool and
hot tub.

A great range of skiing
Ski and Sport are pleased to introduce the Region
of New Hampshire to our ever expanding ski
programme. The area of New Hampshire boasts
many resorts but we have carefully chosen 3
areas in the Western White Mountains to allow
you to ski 2 different mountains in the one week.
With its near 100% snow making facility the areas
of Loon Mountain, Cannon Mountain and Waterloo
valley provide you with a great range of skiing

together with the whole experience that only the USA
can offer. This area in fact boasts the closest skiing
you can find across the Atlantic with its short 2 hour
transfer from Boston International Airport.
All tours can be tailor made to suit your requirements
including overnight stays in either Boston or New
yore on your outbound or inbound journey, as well
as many options for après ski and shopping trips
(always a favourite in the US).

INDIAN HEAD

WOODWARDS INN
KKK
Located in the White mountains this 3 star resort
in the small town of Lincoln offers a nice friendly
atmosphere together with some great facilities
including an indoor and outdoor pool, tennis court,
games room and on-site pub offering a variety of
food.
All rooms of a high standard all en-suite and all have
a cable TV.

CANNON
Direction:
N,NE
Snow-making Coverage: 97%
Lift Pass Photo required: No
WATERVILLE VALLEY
Skiable acres:
370
Total Number of Runs:
61
Beginners: 12
Intermediate: 29
Advanced: 20
Terrain:
20% Beginner
60% Intermediate
20% Advanced
Chair Lifts:
7
Drag/Surface Lifts:
5
Longest Run:
2.5 miles
Height of Top Station: 3050ft
Base Altitude:
950ft
Vertical Drop:
2100ft
Direction:
N,NE
Snow-making Coverage: 100%
Lift Pass Photo required: No

KKK
This 3 star accommodation is based in the small
town of Lincoln just outside the ski areas of Loon
mountain, Canon Mountain and Waterloo Valley. The
hotel provides Breakfast and Evening meal together
with Transport to and from the lifts each day.
The lodging is of a very high standard offering
en-suite accommodation, TV in all rooms as well as
some fantastic scenic views of the area.

01246 292 010
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PARK CITY / THE CANYONS

BEST WESTERN
LANDMARK INN

RESORT
FACTS

KKK

The Hotel has an indoor pool with extra large hot tub,
exercise room, video and games arcade with pool
and table tennis, a shop and high speed Wifi.

PARK CITY PEAKS
HOTEL
KKK
The PARK CITY PEAKS HOTEL is again only a few
minutes from the slopes with free transportation.
Each large room features one king or two queen
sized beds, with full bathroom facilities TV etc.
Meals are taken in the Hotel’s own restaurant
offering panoramic views of the mountains and food
is of a high standard and plentiful, including buffet
breakfast.
In addition there is a sports bar and grill. Ski’s are
stored free of charge in the Hotel’s ski room. The
Hotel has an indoor/outdoor pool, hot tubs, sauna
and free wireless.

Amid the rugged beauty of the Rocky Mountains is
historic Park City Utah and its three unique year
round resorts of Park City, Deer Valley and Canyons
Resort. In Wintertime you’ll enjoy over 3800
hectares (9,500 acres) of skiable terrain and an
unmatched 350 inches of Utah powder.
Park City was almost built overnight with the
discovery of Silver in 1872 and with the closure of
the mines the ski resort was opened in 1963. Since
then winter tourism has continued to grow, boosted
by the 2002 Winter Olympics held in Salt Lake
City in 2002. Housed within and around the many
quaint buildings are over 100 restaurants and bars,
numerous shops, galleries, spas and health clubs.
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£1449
Après Ski:
Numerous restaurants,
bars, cafes and shops. Ice
Skating, Bob-sled, Sleigh
Rides, Snow-shoeing,
Tubing, Swimming, Alpine
Coaster, Spas and Health
clubs.
TRAVEL
Flights to Salt Lake City
from UK via Paris and USA
gateways Park City is only
35 minutes from Salt Lake
City Airport.

America’s most
accessible resort
A wonderful addition to our ski programme,
Park City is America’s most accessible
(and enjoyable) resort and boasts the highest
snowfall in the USA.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk

PRICES FROM

The BEST WESTERN LANDMARK INN offers
superb value for money accommodation and is
only minutes away (5 km) from the ski areas via the
Hotel’s free shuttle bus. All rooms are spacious with
full bathroom facilities. The Hotel’s own restaurant
offers excellent hot buffet breakfasts, good choice of
food and afternoon tea with cakes. There is tea and
coffee available 24 hours.

Resort Height:
6,800ft
Top Ski Height:
9,990ft
Total Skiable Area: 160km
Lifts:
18
8 red pine seater gondola
1 x high-speed express 6
passenger
6 x high speed quads
5 x fixed grip quads
2 x fixed grip triples
1 x fixed grip double
2 x surface lifts
Uphill capacity 38,800
per hour
Number of runs:
4,000 acres spread over 9
mountains 5 bowls. 6
natural half pipes. Utah’s
longest terrain park 182
trails.
Beginners:
10%
Intermediates:
44%
Advanced:
46%
Total skaible area: 625 acres
Snow cannons:
870

Doorstep Skiing

USA

The ski area is a paradise for all grades of skier with
its 57 lifts, 6 terrain parks, 22 peaks and 20 bowls
serving its huge 387 trails of skiing and 3000 feet of
vertical descent. In 2011 Canyons Resort opened up
more than 120 hectares of exiting intermediate runs
with breathtaking natural views for those who want
to test their skills. This expanded the total resort
terrain to 4,000 acres.
The new state of the art high speed chairlift, Orange
Bubble Express, is one of the longest in North
America and, with enclosed canopies and heated
seats, its also one of the most comfortable. Bringing
the total lift count to 18, skiers and boarders can
expect to spend less time waiting and more time
enjoying the mountain.

01246 292 010
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WINTER PARK,
COLORADO

Doorstep Skiing
ACCOMODATION

RESORT
FACTS
2743m
3676m
320 inches
3060 acres
12 runs
52 runs
79 runs
687 acres
1 Gondola
19 Chairlifts
2 Drag lifts
3 Moving carpets
Mountain restaurants		
9
Snow parks		
4
Tubing, skating, swimming,
shops, bars, cafes, restaurants,
dog sledding

KKK
The 3 star Vintage Hotel is linked by car park bucket
lift to the village. It is an excellent value hotel with a
mix of traditional rooms and studios of varying sizes,
many with kitchenettes. All rooms have en-suite
facilities together with, cable and satellite TV, coffee
and tea making and hair dryer.

USA
PRICES FROM

£1449

There is also a hot tub. Fitness room and gym as
well as an excellent restaurant where breakfast and
evening meals are taken. The hotel is also close to
shops and other entertainment.

Resort height:
Top ski height:
Snow average:
Total piste:
Easy:
Intermediates:
Difficult:
Off Piste:
Lifts:

Après Ski:
There are several shops,
bars, cafes and restaurants
in the town itself. Also
available is ice skating on
a pond and tubing nearby.
The resort also offers ski
biking and snowshoeing,
floodlit skiing and dog
sleighs. There is also a
factory outlet centre at
Silverthorne, 1 hour away.

Impressive ski resort
We are pleased to offer this impressive high
altitude ski resort in the heart of the Rocky
Mountains of USA. It boasts the best snow
record of all the major resorts in this area and
superb skiing to suit all abilities.
The approach to the resort over the 3450 metre
Berthoud Pass is particularly spectacular and Alpine
in character. Winter Park started life as a centre for
Rio Grande railway workers in the 19th Century and
rapidly developed along the main road.
Beginners have their own dedicated area, Discovery
Park which is a 25 acre area reached by a high
speed quad and served by 2 more chairs. As well
as the nursery area and longer green runs, it has
an adventure trail through trees. An additional
beginners area can also be found at Sorensen Park
with lots of very easy green runs.

Winter Park’s ski area is impressive by US standards
and quite complex with 6 distinct sectors. From
the main base, which has developed over the last
few years, a fast quad lift takes you to the peak of
the original Winter Park mountain. From here you
can descend in all directions. Some runs lead back
towards the main base and over and over to the
Vasquez Ridge. Alternatively you can descend to the
base of the Mary Jane mountain where 4 chairs serve
some tougher skiing including several mogul fields.

TRAVEL
By air from London to
Denver (via a gateway)
departing on a number of
days to suit each group.
Transfer time to Winterpark
by coach is 2 hours.

There are no less than 6 terrain parks ranging from
beginner to expert only areas.

Intermediates are spoilt for choice as wherever you
go on Winter Park Mountain or Vasquez Ridge you
can chose a run to suit your ability. Most blue runs
are very well groomed overnight so it is a pleasure
to ski them in the morning. Parsenn Bowl has grand
views and several gentle cruising pistes as well as
more challenging terrain.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

SPANISH SPORTS TOUR
TYPICAL
5 DAY
ITINERARY
Day 1
Depart UK for afternoon
ferry and overnight travel.
Day 2
Arrive resort approximately
lunchtime. Afternoon leisure.
Day 3
Morning training. At leisure
in resort. Lunch in Hotel.
PM travel to fixture.
Presentation and fixtures.
Return to accommodation
for late buffet meal.
Day 4
Morning training. Lunch
in resort. PM visit to Nou
Camp and on to fixtures.
Return to hotel for late
buffet meal.
Day 5
Morning training. Lunch. At
leisure in Lloret or Tossa de
Mar. Late afternoon – travel
to fixtures. Return Hotel for
late buffet.
Day 6
At leisure in resort. Lunch.
Leisure in resort, shopping
etc. Leave resort approx.
4pm for overnight travel to
UK.
Day 7
Arrive UK for travel back to
home town.

www.skiandsporttravel.co.uk
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PRICES FROM

£399

Football, Rugby & Hockey
Ski and Sport are operating an excellent sports
programme to the Barcelona area of Northern
Spain playing Soccer, Hockey and rugby fixtures
against local club sides.
In conjunction with our partner Nick Simonds, who
has been involved with sport fixtures in Northern
Spain for nearly 20 years, fixtures are arranged
with compatible local club sides in and around
Barcelona. Nick and his staff personally supervise
and accompany all teams during the visit to ensure
fixtures go ahead smoothly.

ACCOMMODATION

For groups travelling during the months of October
to April, groups will stay at the SUPERB 4 STAR
HOTEL OLYMPIC GARDEN in Llloret de Mar. The
Hotel is part of a large complex of Evenia Hotels
offering a huge choice of shared facilities within the
complex. Rooms are of a high standard and have
between 2 and 4 beds. They are air conditioned,
have TV and excellent bathroom facilities.
Meals are taken in the spacious Hotel dining room
and offer a huge choice of dishes both of local and
international cuisine. The complex also has 6 heated
swimming pools (2 indoor) together with a large
games room ideal for groups with table tennis, table
football and electronic games. There is also a fitness
area and spa centre (extra cost)
Opposite the Hotel we have arranged for groups to
use the superb training facilities of the local football
club for 3 mornings during the tour. This area is fully
enclosed with artificial grass pitches, bar area and
good changing area.

Groups travelling during April, May, June and
September will stay in our CALA LLEVADO WATER
SPORTS CENTRE located near Tossa de Mar,
approximately 5 miles from Lloret. We have used
this centre for some 20 years and it is an ideal
venue for schools and groups with its vast array of
sports facilities. Groups are accommodated in 4 to 8
bedded wooden chalets, all with bathroom facilities,
kitchenette and balcony. They are located close to
the dining room, swimming pool and Adventure
areas. The centre also has a large sports field with
football pitches that groups use for training. In
addition there are tennis courts, basketball and five
a side soccer together with a superb large swimming
pool (fully attended) and electronic games area.

CAMP NOU - FC BARCELONA

Included in our tours is an official tour of the Camp Nou Stadium, home of FC Barcelona located in
the centre of Barcelona. This includes a tour of the stadium together with a visit to the 2 floor large club
shop and outdoor café if required.

TRAVEL

Coach groups usually depart for a tea time DoverCalais ferry, overnight travel to resort to arrive
around lunchtime the following day. Groups have the
use of the coach throughout their stay excluding the
days of arrival and departure.
Basic tours are 7 days (4 nights)
Groups who elect to travel by air are provided with a
local coach for their fixtures and Nou Camp visit but
have no transport for use in resort.
Flights are available from numerous UK departure
points including Luton, Gatwick, Manchester,
East Midlands and Newcastle to both Girona and
Barcelona. Transfer times to Lloret and Tossa de Mar
are 1 hour from Barcelona to Lloret, 75 minutes to
Tossa de Mar, 25 minutes from Girona to Lloret and
40 minutes to Tossa de Mar.

LEISURE

The Barcelona area is ideal for visits and
entertainment outside the fixture period. Both
Tossa de Mar and Lloret have excellent shopping
areas and safe, clean beaches. There are
numerous other activities including Go Karting
and Bowling. Barcelona is well worth a visit to
see the Ramblas area and the famous Sagrada
Familia church.
Lloret de Mar is an excellent venue during the
off peak periods as the usual large number of
“younger visitors” are not seen.

FIXTURES

All tours include 3 local fixtures per team against
LOCAL opposition. We endeavour to make the
fixtures as compatible as possible according to the
ability of the visiting teams. Games take place in the
early evening with younger teams playing first.
The clubs we use provide a superb standard of
pitches in enclosed grounds with floodlights. They all
have a bar serving snacks and drinks together with
excellent changing facilities.
There will be a presentation of pennants or
trophies before each game so Ski and Sport
will provide each school FREE OF CHARGE a
pennant or trophy for each team in your school
or group colours.
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Ski and Sport are proud to introduce to our programme Football tours to
Orlando, Florida. Together with our travel provider Virgin Atlantic, we have
put together a fantastic package so students can experience a soccer
tournament like no other arranged by Disney themselves.
Together with the ultimate theme park experience they can enjoy the trip of a lifetime, Soccer is the fastest
growing sport in the US and Orlando themselves now boast a team in the MLS. Facilities are among the best
in the world and with team participants from all over the world only Disney could arrange such an event.
Disney Soccer Tournaments offer players the chance to play at the world famous ESPN WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
complex. Only at Walt Disney world could your team play in a championship game against a team from anywhere
in the world then go and visit one of the many theme parks Disney has to offer. Once your team steps foot off
the plane the magic will begin. The Disney soccer tournament offers guaranteed fixtures and you finish with
a memorable awards ceremony.

Sample itinerary

DESCRIPTION

Day 1 Flight from UK airport to Orlando and arrival
at Disney Hotel (Friday arrival)

Flights, transfer, 6 nights half board in a Disney
hotel, tournament entry per team, 3 day Disney
park hopper pass (including water park)

Tournaments available for February half-term, over Easter, May half-term and during the
summer holidays

Day 2 First Day of the Soccer Tournament plus
leisure time

Meet and play against teams from around the world

Day 3 Second day of Soccer Tournament, plus
leisure time

Competing at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex at Walt Disney World, home of the Atlanta Braves
Spring Training and the Walt Disney World®

Day 4 Third and final day of Tournament plus
awards ceremony

Boys, girls and mixed teams welcome

Day 5 Visit a Disney Park of your choice

Minimum three (3) game guarantee with no more than one (1) game per day, allowing plenty of time to
visit the Walt Disney World® Theme Parks with family and friends.

Day 6 Visit a Disney Park of your choice

Each team is limited to a maximum 18 players for 11v11, 14 players for 8v8 and 12 players for 6v6
Video highlights throughout the day, which you can watch on video screens throughout the complex
2014 attracted more than 600 teams. That resulted in more than 1,000 soccer matches
in just three days!

Day 7 At leisure before return
flight home
A tailor made itinerary can be
created to suit your needs.

This larger-than-life resort will bring out the kid in everyone.
With fun, fun, fun the order of the day, the entire family will
enjoy the decidedly whimsical atmosphere that prevails.
Featuring 3 hotels, Disney’s All-Star Movies resort boasts
a giant Herbie; the Love Bug car, and lots of enormous
playful puppies from 101 Dalmatians. Disney’s All-Star Sports
Resort has 5 themed areas – American football, baseball,
basketball, tennis and surfing; and at Disney’s All-Star Music
Resort, the buildings are decked out with huge saxophones,
guitars and drums.
Food is casual and relaxed, just how families like it, and
regular complimentary buses to all 4 theme parks, both
water parks and Downtown Disney make getting around as
easy as American pie!
Theme parks include
Magic Kingdom • Epcot • Disney’s Hollywood studios
Disney’s Animal Kingdom • Disney’s Blizzard beach

skiandsporttravel.co.uk
CALL 01246 292 010 FOR MORE DETAILS
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ITALY

ITALIAN FOOTBALL

PRICES FROM

Football, Magnifico!
Our second venue for sports tours is the
picturesque region of Lake Garda in the Trentino
region of Italy. Tours will operate on the same
format as Spain with a number of interesting
features in the area well worth a visit. Italian
fixtures are against local club sides, all within
a 45 minutes drive from the hotel’s. The season
runs from October to the end of May. We make
every effort to ensure that fixtures for each team
are as close together as possible but sometimes
if there are girls and boys fixtures from the same
group it is necessary to travel from one game
to the other fixture. Training is on excellent
enclosed areas again close to the hotels.

HOTEL SAN VITO

KKK

The Hotel San Vito is situated 10 kilometres from the
city of Verona in the heart of the famous Valpolicella
wine area. This friendly family run hotel has 114
rooms ranging from 1 to 4 beds. All rooms offer full
facilities including private bathroom, satellite TV,
hairdryer, telephone and air conditioning.

£649

In addition there is a meeting room, bar and lounge
area and an excellent restaurant where a variety of
local and international dishes are served. There is
also a large parking area for coaches .

BRISTOL HOTEL KKK

Included in our Italian Sports programme is a guided
tour of the Stadium Guiseppe Meazza, commonly
known as the San Siro Stadium which is the shared
home of AC Milan and FC Internazionale Milano
(Inter) both playing in Serie A of the Italian league.
These famous clubs have a superb history in
European Football. Named after the area of Milan
where it is situated, the stadium is considered one of
the quintessential symbols of the city of Milan and is
one of the most famous stadiums in world football.

The Bristol Hotel is situated a short walk from the
centre of Riva de Garda - a beautiful town on the
shores of Lake Garda and renowned for its beautiful
beaches, elegant town centre and ancient harbour.
For groups travelling in May or June there is the
opportunity to enjoy the Hotel’s own swimming pool
surrounded by a garden for sunbathing and relaxing.
Together with a superb terrace with panoramic views
of the nearby mountains. The 52 elegantly furnished
rooms are equipped with bath or shower and all
modern amenities.

The museum is part of the tour and was the first of
its kind to be set up in Italy. The San Siro Store, the
main point of reference for all fans of the two teams,
offers a complete range of official products of both
teams including all new and exclusive brands. Its
own radio station broadcast in the shop adds even
more to the atmosphere.

The air conditioned restaurant serves and excellent
buffet breakfast together with a choice of evening
menu’s and at lunchtime there are salads,
sandwiches and snacks.

We are able to offer a selection of excellent 3 star
hotels in the Lake Garda area.

ACTIVITIES / SITES
OF INTEREST

HOTEL CENTRO
TURISTICO
GARDESANO KKK

Within very close proximity of our accommodation
are a variety of other interesting places to visit.
These include an education visit to Verona, including
a “treasure hunt”, boat trips on the lake, Movie
Studios and the cable car up to the Monte Bondone
mountain area which runs throughout the year from
Malcesine on the Lake. A visit to Venice may also be
possible depending of fixture schedules.

The Hotel Centro Turistico Gardesano is a
comfortable and modern hotel offers a welcoming
and friendly service to all its guests in spacious
and airy surroundings. Again all rooms are airconditioned with full bathroom facilities, telephone,
TV and balconies offering beautiful views of the
surrounding hills.
The restaurant offers a buffet breakfast, a wide
choice of international cuisine and is open until late
evening.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. YOUR CONTRACT

These bookings conditions and our privacy policy, together with any other
written information we brought to your attention before we confirmed your
booking, form the basis of your contract with Ski & Sport Ltd, trading as Ski &
Sport and/or Ski & Sport Travel (‘we’ or ‘us’ or ‘our’). The party leader accepts
the following terms and conditions on behalf of all party members and
will be our sole point of correspondence and contact. Please take the time
to read them carefully as they set out and explain the responsibilities and
obligations by all parties when booking with us.
The contract between us is governed by the law of England and Wales and
any dispute will be dealt with under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts
of England and Wales, except if you live in Scotland, when you may choose,
with our consent, to have the contract governed by the laws of Scotland, and
any dispute dealt with in the Scottish courts.

2. BOOKING DETAILS & PAYMENT

A contract will only exist when we have received the required deposit and
have acknowledged receipt of your completed form by the issue of our
booking confirmation.
Upon receipt, if you believe that any details on the confirmation are
incorrect you must advise us immediately as changes cannot be made later.
We will not be responsible for any loss or agree any compensation if we are
not notified of any inaccuracies in any document within seven days of our
sending it out. Where a provisional booking is made and a holding deposit
is paid to us, the party leader accepts our booking terms and conditions
and confirms to the deposit schedules that follow, accepting that full deposits
will be due. To take out an option on your chosen tour please contact
our offices either by telephone (01246 292010), post or email
sales@skiandsporttravel.co.uk. Provisional Booking details will then be
confirmed to you in writing and a booking form sent to you. This option will
be held for an agreed period, no longer than 4 weeks, in order for you to collect
deposits. You are under no obligation during this provisional booking
period. To confirm this option a deposit of £100.00* per paying passenger,
together with the completed booking form, should be returned to us. This
deposit is non refundable, unless under the terms of our insurance cover.
A confirmation invoice will then be sent to you. A second deposit of £50
for coach tours and £100 for air tours per paying passenger will be due 6
weeks after the first deposit. Final details of your party will be requested
approximately 14 weeks before departure. From this information a final
invoice will be drawn up and your final balance will be due 12 weeks before
departure. The full amount outstanding must be received by us no later
than 12 weeks before departure. As well as the cancellation charges detailed
below, there will be a £15 per person administration charge if payment is
not received by the due date. If the interim and final balances are not paid
by the due date, this will be a breach of the contract between us, entitling us
to reserve the right to treat this booking as cancelled by you in which case
all deposits paid will be forfeited. The booking information that you provide
to us may be passed on to the relevant suppliers involved in your travel
and services arrangements. This information may therefore be provided to
public authorities such as customs and immigration authorities if required
by them or as required by law. This may apply to any sensitive information
that you give us such as details of any disabilities, or dietary and religious
requirements. If we cannot pass this information on to the relevant suppliers
it may not be possible for us to provide the service booked. Therefore in
making this booking you consent to this information being passed on to the
relevant persons. Full details of our data protection policy are available
on request.
Any monies paid by customers to party leaders are held by party leaders
solely as agents of the customer until such time as the company has received
that money.
We reserve the right to charge a greater first deposit, if this is the case you
will be advised at the time of booking. This is necessary due to events such
as bookings using low cost/scheduled airlines who require full payment at
time of booking.

3. CANCELLATION & AMENDMENT

In the event of cancellation by a paying member more than 12 weeks before
the course, the deposit (s) may be transferred to a substitute member.
However, if this is not possible then the deposit (s) will be retained by us.
Any cancellation or amendment request must be sent to us in writing and
will not take effect until received by us. The minimum cancellation charge is
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the deposit (s) paid and/or due by the date of cancellation. Should a transfer
request be made within 12 weeks of departure we reserve the right to levy
an administration fee of £20 per change, plus any direct costs incurred.
Cancellation of a tour or a paying member within a tour will be subject to the
following scale of charges:More than 12 weeks before departure
					
					
84-29 days before your tour 		
28-15 days before your tour 		
14- days or less 			

Full 1st & 2nd Deposit
(£150*- coach,
£200 air per person)
60% of tour cost
80% of tour cost
100% of tour cost

If the number of adults in your party accounts for 20% or more of your
party or if any cancellation reduces the number of paying members below
the minimum number required for a particular tour price or concession
(including free places), we reserve the right to re-cost the price of the
tour and the invoice will be adjusted accordingly for all remaining group
members.
All communications relating to this contract (in particular any requests to
cancel or amend your tour arrangements) must be from the Lead Name in
writing and in English and delivered by hand, fax email or sent by recorded
delivery post.

4. HOLIDAY PRICES & GUARANTEE

The lead in prices shown in this brochure are for guidance only and we reserve
the right to change any of these prices. Prior to making your reservation you will
be given a detailed price breakdown. Prices shown in the brochure will be based
on the exchange rates shown in the Financial Times on 17th April 2018. The rates
were as follows:- Euro = 1.158. US$ = 1.433. Canadian $ = 1.802.
Once the final price of your arrangements has been confirmed, no
amendment will be made to it unless it is to make a correction to an error,
or if our costs change as a result of an increase or decrease in transportation
costs or dues, taxes or fees payable for services such as landing taxes or
embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports or airports or as a result of
any changes in the exchange rates which have been used to calculate
the cost of your arrangements. Furthermore, surcharges may result due
to governmental action, and/or changes in VAT rates on Accommodation
and local services. However, there will be no change within 30 days of your
departure.
Our prices are valid and applicable for pupils up to 16 years of age in full time
education. The adult supplement is applicable for clients who are 18 years or
over at the time of travel, and there maybe a small supplement for students
between 16 and 18 years of age. Additional adults in excess of the numbers
offered as ‘free places’ can normally be accepted at a supplement quoted by
our office. Especially during high season it should be stressed that single,
twin or double room requests must be kept to a minimum, and are strictly
subject to written confirmation by the Company.
All tours are subject to surcharge as a result of circumstances referred to
above. In all cases where a surcharge is applicable you will be notified up to
30 days prior to departure if a surcharge is due. We will absorb an amount
equal to 2% of the tour price, excluding any insurance premium, amendment
fees and changes in VAT. Only amounts in excess of 2% will be surcharged
with a £1 per person administration charge. If this means paying more than
10% of the tour price you will have the option to change to another tour, if
we are able to offer one, or to cancel the tour and receive a full refund of all
money paid (minus insurance premiums and any amendment fees incurred).
*£50 for tours costing less than £350.
Should you wish to cancel because of this, you must exercise your right to do so
within 14 days from the issue date printed on the surcharge advice.
We will consider an appropriate refund of the insurance premiums paid if you can
show that you are unable to transfer or reuse your policy. Should the price of your
tour go down due to the changes mentioned above, by more than 2% of your tour
cost, then any refund due will be paid to you. However, please note that travel
arrangements are not always purchased in local currency and some apparent
changes have no impact on the price of your travel due to contractual and other
protection in place.
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5. FINANCIAL PROTECTION

The Package Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours regulations of 1992
requires us to provide security for the monies that you pay for all holidays booked
through this brochure and for your repatriation in the event of our insolvency. We
provide this security by way of a bond held with ABTA the Travel Association. Ski
and Sport are members of ABTA (No Y4964). All tours by air have protection by
way of a bond held by the CAA ATOL (Air Travel Protection License) No. 10526.
We are obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s Code of
Conduct.We can also offer customers an arbitration scheme for the resolution of
disputes arising out of, or in connection with, this contract.. Further information on
the Code and arbitration can be found at http://www.abta.com
The Arbitration scheme is arranged by ABTA and administered independently
by ADRS, part of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. It provides for a simple
and inexpensive method of arbitration on documents alone with restricted
liability on you in respect of costs. The scheme does not apply for claims greater
than £5,000.00 per person or £25,000.00 per booking form. Neither does it
apply to claims which are solely in respect of physical injury or illness or their
consequences. The scheme can however deal with compensation claims which
include an element of minor injury or illness subject to a limit of £1000.00 on
the amount the Arbitrator can award per person in respect of this element. The
application for Arbitration must be received by IDRS within 9 months of return
from the holiday. Outside this time limit arbitration under the scheme may still
be available if the Company agrees, but the ABTA Code does not require such
agreement.
For injury and illness claims you may wish to use the ABTA/Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators Mediation Procedure. This is a voluntary scheme and requires us to
agree for mediation to go ahead. The aim is to help you resolve your dispute in a
quick cost effective way. Again details are available from www.abta.com
If you book arrangements other than a package tour (as defined by The Package
Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours Regulations 1992,) the financial
protection referred to above does not apply.

6. ALTERATIONS AND CHANGES BY YOU

Should you wish to make any changes to your confirmed booking, you must
notify us in writing as soon as possible. We will do all we can to make the
necessary amendments, provided we have written confirmation of the change
from the person who signed the booking form. Where we can meet your request
we reserve the right to make an administration charge of £20 per amendment,
together with any costs incurred by ourselves and any costs or charges incurred
or imposed by any of our suppliers in making the change. This includes name
changes.

7. IF WE CANCEL OR CHANGE YOUR HOLIDAY

Because arrangements shown in this brochure are made many months in
advance, changes are sometimes necessary. These will usually only be minor
changes that do not entitle you to compensation. Whilst we always endeavour
to avoid changes and cancellations, we must reserve the right to do so. Most
changes will be considered minor such as but not limited to changes to overseas
airport, airline, aircraft, ferries or coaches used, changes to departure times of
less than 12 hours or the withdrawal of certain facilities. These changes will be
advised at the earliest possible date.
Occasionally, we have to make a significant change which includes a change of
accommodation to that of a lower official classification or standard for the whole
or a major part of the time you are away, a change of resort from one country
to another, a change of outward departure time of more than 12 hours. In the
unlikely event of this happening you will have a choice of the following options:
a) Accepting the changed arrangements
b) Purchasing an alternative ski tour from us, of a similar standard to that
originally booked if available (if the chosen alternative is less expensive that your
original one we will refund the difference, but if it is more expensive we will ask
you to pay the difference), or
c) Cancelling, in which case you will receive a full refund of all monies paid
within 14 days.
Compensation will be paid, as outlined below, per full paying passenger, if we
have to make a major change to your tour within 10 weeks of the scheduled
departure date unless the change is due to circumstances beyond our control
including, but not limited to, war, the threat of war, riot, civil commotion, actual or
threatened terrorist activity, act of god, industrial dispute, governmental action,
epidemic, disease, adverse weather or natural disaster:

More than 70 days 			
70-30 days 			
28-15 days				
14 days or less 			

Nil
£5 per paying member
£10 per paying member
£15 per paying member

On rare occasions, especially at the beginning and end of the season, a ski area
may be without snow. When we know that to be the case before departure, we
may, at our absolute discretion, offer affected clients the option of transferring
their ski tour and/or their accommodation to other ski areas in the same or other
countries in order to make skiing possible. Snow is of course totally outside of
our control and a lack of it will not constitute a significant change, compensation
payments referred to above will not therefore in this case apply.
Compensation will not be payable if we are forced to cancel, or in any way change
your tour for reasons of consolidation due to minimum numbers not being attained
or force majeure. Operation of all tours is dependent on a minimum number of
persons booking the tour. If that number is not achieved, we reserve the right to
cancel the tour.
In no circumstances, except for non payment of the balance, or events beyond
our control, will we cancel your tour within 10 weeks of departure.
NB In the interests and the comfort and safety of all our customers, employees
and suppliers, we reserve the right to terminate the tour arrangements of any
customer whose behaviour, in our opinion, or the opinion of other persons
in authority, is such that it likely to cause upset, danger or injury to our staff,
customers or others or damage to property.

8. OUR LIABILITY TO YOU

Our contracts with hotels and carriers provide for the allocation of rooms
and seats to us. Your booking will normally be made within those allocations
but no specific rooms or seats can or will be confirmed. However, we accept
responsibility for ensuring that all to a reasonable standard. Our obligations, and
those of our suppliers providing any service or facility included in your tour, are to
take reasonable skill and care to arrange for the provision of such services and
facilities. You must show that reasonable skill and care has not been used, and
that you have suffered loss as a result, if you wish to make any claim.
We will though not be responsible or pay you compensation for any injury, illness,
death, loss, damage, expense, cost or other claim which results from:
(a)The act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person affected:
(b)The act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not connected with the provision
of the services contracted for and which were unforeseeable or unavoidable; or
(c)Force Majeure as defined or unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond
our control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided even if all
due care had been exercised; or
(d) an event which either ourselves, our employees, agents or suppliers and
subcontractors could not, even with all due care, have foreseen or forestalled.
In the event of (b), (c) and (d) above, we will nevertheless provide you with
reasonable assistance should you require it but reserve the right to pass on any
charges we incur.
The services and facilities included in you tour will be deemed to be provided with
reasonable skill and care if they comply with any local regulations which apply, or,
if there are no applicable local regulations, if they are reasonable when compared
to the local standards or customary practice of the service or facility in question.
The fact that services or facilities do not comply with local or UK guidance or
advice shall not mean that the services or facilities have not been provided with
reasonable skill and care.
We limit the amount of compensation we may have to pay you if we are found
liable under this clause as follows:
(a) Loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal possessions and money,
Where we are found liable for loss of and/or damage to the above, the maximum
amount we will have to pay you is limited to the excess amount payable under the
insurance policy we offer per person affected. You are required to have taken out
adequate insurance at the time of booking.
(b) Claims not falling under (a) above or involving injury, illness or death
The maximum amount we will pay you in respect of these claims is twice the price
paid by or on behalf of the person(s) affected in total. This maximum amount will
only be payable where everything has gone wrong and you or your party proves
you have not received any benefit at all from your booking.
(c) Claims in respect of international travel by air, sea and rail, or any stay in a
hotel.
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The extent of our liability will in all cases be limited to the same extent as if we
were carriers under the appropriate conventions, Directives and Regulations,
which include but are not limited to The Warsaw/Montreal Convention
(international travel by air); The Athens convention (with respect to sea
travel); The Berne/Cotif Convention (with respect to rail travel); and The Paris
Convention (with respect to hotel arrangements). You can ask for copies of
these conventions from our offices or obtain them on the internet. In addition,
you agree that the operating carrier or transport company’s own ‘Conditions of
Carriage’ are incorporated into this contract and will apply to you on this journey.
When arranging transport for you, we rely on the terms and conditions contained
within these international conventions and those ‘Conditions of carriage’. You
acknowledge and agree that these form a part of your contract with us, as well as
with the transport company applicable.
In any circumstances in which a carrier is liable to you by virtue of the denied
boarding regulation 2004, reimbursement, in such cases, is the responsibility of
the airline and will not automatically entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost
from us. If any payments to you are due from us, any payment to you by the
airline will be deducted from this amount. When making any payment, we are
entitled to deduct any money which you have received or are entitled to receive
from any supplier or transport provider or hotelier for the complaint in question.
It is a pre-condition of our acceptance of liability under this clause that you notify
ant claim to ourselves and our suppliers strictly in accordance with the complaints
procedure set out in clause 11 of these conditions failing which no payment will
be made.
Where any payment is made, that the person(s) receiving it (and their parent or
guardian if under 18 years) must also assign to ourselves or our insurers any
rights they may have to pursue any third party and must provide ourselves and
our insurers with all assistance we may reasonably require.
We will not accept responsibility for services or facilities which do not form part
of our contractual agreement as set out in our confirmation invoice. For example
any excursion you book, or any service or facility which your hotel or any other
supplier agrees to provide to you.

9. PROMPT ASSISTANCE IN RESORT

If the contract we have with you is not performed or is improperly performed
as a result of failures attributed to a third party unconnected with the provision
of the services, or as a result of failures due to unusual and unforeseeable
circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of which could not have
been avoided even if all due care had been exercised, or an event which we or
our suppliers, even with all due care, could not foresee or forestall, and you suffer
an injury or other material loss, we will offer you such prompt assistance as is
reasonable in the circumstances.

10. PASSPORT, VISAS & IMMIGRATION REQUIREMENTS

Whilst we are able to provide basic advice to clients regarding passports and
visa requirements, you should check with the appropriate Embassy, Consulate or
British Foreign Office for the exact requirements of the country (ies) to or through
which you are intending to travel. Requirements may change and you must check
for your chosen tour and date of travel.
The partly leader is entirely responsible for the completion of passport and visa
formalities and other personal arrangements which may be necessary such as
visa for non-British citizens. We cannot accept responsibility for any cost or fines
incurred due to non-compliance with the above nor can we accept any liability if
you are refused entry onto any transport or into any country due to failure on your
part to carry correct documentation.

13. TRAVEL INFORMATION ALL HOLIDAYS

Length of Tour- On all our coach holidays Ski and Sport consider day 1 as the
departure day from the UK port and the final day as the arrival back into the UK.
For groups who have a long journey too and from the UK port, the actual number
of days involved overall may be greater than the advertised tour length because
of this actual travel in the UK.
Coach Tours- All Ski and Sport tour are operated by Executive coaches. All the
coaches we use are personally vetted by our staff and are all of a high standard.
We only use reliable operators who in turn only use modern, comfortable
coaches. All vehicles are fitted with the following features as standard:Seat belts (which must be used at all times - the party leader and accompanying
adults are responsible for ensuring that the lap belts are worn at all times during
coach travel. Please note that coaches hired locally on the continent are not yet
subject to the same legislation)
Your coach will pick your party up at your designated departure point, remain with
you throughout the tour and return you to this point.
Drivers Hours- All itineraries are agreed with coach companies prior to departure
adhering to strict EU driving regulations. Please also note that due to driver’s
hours coaches may not be available to use prior to departure on the final day.
Seat belts are now fitted to all coaches.
We reserve the right to utilize any empty coach seats for our clients or staff.
Timings - all timings shown in our publications are for guidance only. They are
subject to confirmation and alteration. Your confirmation of travel details will be
given within 4 to 6 weeks of departure and after final balances have been paid.
Delays- we would like to guarantee that all our departures would not be delayed
and most do in fact depart on time. Unfortunately though, delays do occur.
These are completely beyond our control but we work closely with our transport
companies and overseas representatives to ensure any such delay is a short as
possible. Our aim is to minimize the inconvenience of delays so far as is possible
but your travel insurance offers real protection.

14. ACCOMMODATION AND RATINGS

Official ratings are set by the relevant authorities in each country and are
mentioned in the brochure descriptions where applicable. Different countries do
not have the same methods of rating hotels and holiday accommodation and,
consequently, a 3 star hotel in one country may not have the same standards as a
3 star hotel somewhere else. It is also likely that there will be other guests staying
in your accommodation and consequently facilities and entertainment may vary
according to the mix and ages of such guests.

11. CAN SOMEONE TRAVEL IN YOUR PLACE

Rooms - Rooms are normally available from 1400 hours on arrival day and
must be vacated by 10.00hrs on the day of departure. Every effort is made for
the availability of washing and secure luggage storage facilities on the day of
departure. On most occasions student accommodation will comprise of 2-4
beds per room, using bunk beds where appropriate, but will all have full en-suite
facilities. Staff travelling with school groups will be given twin/double rooms where
necessary but single rooms will carry the appropriate supplement.

12. IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT

Facilities - The cost of using hotel facilities eg Swimming pools, hot tubs etc
are not always included. Please also note that any use of these facilities must
be supervised at all times and no swimming facilities will be available when a
full qualified attendant is not on duty. All opening times of said facilities must be
adhered to.

For all passport information, contact the UKPS National Advice line or online at
www.direct.gov.uk/passports
Only if the proper amendment procedure is followed – see clauses 3 & 6.
Accommodation is reserved only for the use of the persons named on the
passenger names list. Subletting, sharing or assignment is prohibited.
We aim to provide you with the best tour possible, but if a problem should arise,
you must report it immediately, or as soon as is reasonably possible, to our local
representative, our country manager or our office and to the relevant supplier of
the service , so that we are given an opportunity to resolve the problem on the
spot. If, after allowing our representative the opportunity to deal with the matter,
you remain dissatisfied, your party leader should ask our representative for a
customer services report form and record your dissatisfaction formerly in writing.
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Your party leader should then write to Ski and Sport, Unit 2 Willow House, 4
Stubley Hollow, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1PA - quoting your booking reference
number, within 28 days of returning from your holiday. We will not accept liability
for any complaint, not reported to our representative, if such a complaint could
have been resolved had it been reported, nor for any complaint received outside
the 28 day period. We always aim to resolve any complaint amicably, but if this
cannot be done, you are entitled to take advantage of the Scheme of Arbitration
previously described. We undertake to acknowledge receipt of your letter within
14 days and within 28 days to send you a full reply or an explanation for the delay.
In any event we undertake to send you a full reply within 56 days. If you do not
follow this simple complaints procedure your right to claim any compensation will
be limited to £100.

Deposits - Some apartments and some hotels sometimes ask for a damage
deposit. This deposit is fully refundable at the end of the stay provided no damage
has been caused.
Please also note that most ski resorts with electronic lift passes also ask for a lift
ticket deposit (approximately 5 Euros) which is also refunded on return of the lift
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pass to our representative at the end of the week.
Meals - All our school ski tours include full board with a hot midday meal unless
an alternative is stated and/or requested. Adult passengers are on half board,
again unless an alternative is requested. We believe that lunch is an important
meal, especially for skiers, using high energy. Breakfast will be of a continental
style unless stated otherwise. No drinks, other than with breakfast and water, are
provided on any tour.
Facilities - Wi-fi and Internet services in hotels is subject to local supplier
conditions over which we have no control and so cannot be responsible for nonavailability or absence of service.
Where accommodation is described as offering ‘doorstep’ skiing it will be
dependent on individual skiers ability and snow conditions in resort. Where
walking distances are quoted, it is based on the guideline time for an adult walking
100m in one minute in standard footwear as timings will vary on footwear and
conditions including personal fitness. Free ski bus services may be subject to
capacity restrictions.

15. SNOW GUARANTEE

Our resorts have been chosen carefully for their snow record and back-up but in
the event of you not being able to ski in the resort of your choice, due to closure
of all the lifts in your resort, as a result of insufficient snow, or avalanche. Ski
and Sport will transport you each day, if possible, to the nearest skiable resort
and provide you with a lift pass for that resort up to a maximum cost of £20 per
person per day. In the event of this not being possible each paying person will be
able to claim through the inclusive insurance policy, if taken, up to £20 per day
for each complete day you were unable to ski. Please note that this guarantee
is only applicable for tours taken between 31st December and 31st March. No
other refunds will be made for prebooked services. Piste closure insurance does
not apply when lifts do not operate due to mechanical failure or adverse weather
conditions such as high winds or blizzards.

16. HOLIDAY INFORMATION, PASSPORTS
AND VISAS (BRITISH CITIZENS)

A valid passport is essential when you travel abroad. If you need to apply for a
passport or renew an expired one, you should do so well in advance of travel
(at least 2 months before travel). In peak periods it is advisable to allow even
longer. If, after booking a holiday, but before travelling, any members of your party
change their name eg marriage, we must be informed immediately so that we can
make the necessary changes to your documentation. Failure to advise us of such
changes could result in tickets and insurance becoming invalid. Please note that
both passport and visa regulations can change and therefore you should check
with the necessary authorities or embassy well in advance of travel. It is your
responsibility to be in possession of a valid passport and, if necessary, a visa.
It can often take some time to obtain a visa so you are advised to apply in good
time. It is essential that holders of non British passports check entry requirements
with the consulate or embassy of the country to be visited. This is particularly
important with France where all non EU nationals must apply for a visa if travelling
to or through France.
WE CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR CUSTOMERS WHO DO NOT
POSSESS THE CORRECT DOCUMENTS.

17. AGES AND ADULTS

Prices are valid for pupils in full time education, aged 17 years and under on the
day of departure. Pupils in full time education aged 18 and over may be required
to pay a small supplement. In certain resorts pupils aged 13 and over may be
required to pay a supplement, this will be advised to you at the time of booking.
Concessions for party leader children are also based on the child being aged 17
and under on the day of departure. Accompanying adults over and above the free
place ratio on a school tour will be required to pay a supplement of £60 per adult
(max 5 extra adults), and the relevant adult lift pass supplement. Please note we
can not guarantee rooming requests for additional adults joining a group. Ski and
Sport reserve the right to re-cost the tour if more than 20% of the party are aged
19 and over.

18. SAFETY STANDARDS AND RISK ASSESSMENT

The safety standards and regulations overseas are those of the country in
question and are not necessarily the same as those of the UK. The monitoring,
enforcement and compliance with local regulations is carried out by the
appropriate authorities in the country concerned. We do urge that you take all
reasonable precautions to protect yourself and your group whilst on your tour.
Ski and Sport also have a risk assessment available for all passengers including
a detailed examination of all hotels used.

19. BROCHURE ACCURACY

All resorts and accommodation descriptions are carefully checked by our
staff before going to print. However hoteliers and providers of services etc
may withdraw a facility temporarily, or otherwise, especially at the start or
end of a ski season. This is beyond our control. When we are told of any
long term or significant changes we will inform you at the time of booking,
or, if you have already booked we will advise you before departure if there is
time. Some advertised amenities such as sports facilities may carry a charge.
Both descriptions and photographs depict facilities that may not necessarily
be available throughout the season. It should be remembered that adverse
conditions such as high winds or too much snow may result in the closure of ski
lifts, toboggan runs or other amenities.

20. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS

The Party leader signing the booking form is entirely responsible for passing on
any health requirement information to other party members. Party leaders may
wish to refer to the Department of Health leaflet T7.1. Facilities, hygiene and
disease vary world-wide. You should take health advice about your specific needs
as early as possible. Sources of advice include the Department of Health’s free
leaflet as mentioned above –“Health Advice for Travellers” available from places
such as your GP, Post Office or on-line. We also recommend party leaders consult
their own doctor who will be best positioned to take into account any relevant
personal factors or medical requirements. We recommend that all party members
travelling within the EU have a valid EHIC.

21. SPECIAL REQUESTS

We will do out utmost to pass on any special requests (eg cots, special meals) to
the appropriate persons provided they are made known to us well in advance of
travel and in writing. However we cannot guarantee that any/all special requests
will be fulfilled and failure to do so does not constitute a breach of contract.
If you are disabled - whilst we will do everything we can to provide the highest
level of service to all our customers we feel that it is only right to point out that
we are not a “specialist” tour operator in the field of travel for the disabled. The
majority of overseas hotels and apartments are not equipped to cater for the
needs of many disabled holiday makers. Furthermore the natural terrain, weather
and layout of many ski resorts can make life difficult for wheelchair users. It is
therefore important, if you have a disability, that the appropriate enquiries are
made about the suitability of particular resorts and accommodation and that you
are fully satisfied that you have made the correct choice before you book and
confirm the holiday.

22. VAT

All tour prices with Ski and Sport are quoted inclusive of VAT. Please note that all
our tours fall within the Tour Operators Margin Scheme (TOMS) for VAT purposes
and therefore it is not possible to issue a VAT invoice. In all cases no VAT reclaim
will be possible. Please contact us if further clarification is required.

23. DATA PROTECTION

None of the information you provide to Ski and Sport in connection with your
booking, will be divulged to persons unconnected with your booking without
your express permission. The contact details supplied, including postal address,
contact numbers and email address, will only be used to fulfill tour administration
and to communicate details of Ski and Sport products and services.
The personal information supplied about party members will only be used to allow
our employees, agents, sub-contractors and suppliers to provide the promised
service to our normal high standards.

24. INSURANCE

We insist that all travellers take out a comprehensive policy of insurance to cover
yourself against cancellation by you; the cost of assistance (including repatriation)
in the event of illness or injury; loss of baggage and money; and other expenses.
A comprehensive policy of insurance is included in our tours unless requested
otherwise. We strongly advise you check it carefully to ensure that all the details
are correct and that all relevant information has been provided by you (eg preexisting medical conditions). Failure to disclose relevant information will affect
your insurance. We strongly recommend that you obtain and carry a medical
consent form for each member of your party under the age of 18 years.

25. Foreign & Commonwealth Office Information

For the latest travel advice from the Foreign & Commonwealth Office including
security and local laws, plus passport and visa information click here
www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice Please note that this advice can change and
you should continue to check it until you travel.
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Ski equipment available to hire
& purchase from our retail website
www.skiandsportretail.co.uk

Ski & Sport Ltd
53-55 Sheffield Road, Dronfield, Sheffield, S18 2GF
T: 01246 292 010 F: 01246 292 161 E: sales@skiandsporttravel.co.uk

